A TRIBUTE TO RUSH’S INCOMPARABLE DRUM ICON

Neil Peart 1952-2020
From each and every one of us at DW, we’d simply like to say thank you. Thank you for the artistry. Thank you for the boundless inspiration. And most of all, thank you for the friendship. You will forever be in our hearts. dw
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The ddrum Dominion Ash Series is back in 2020 with four lacquer options! The Dominion Ash Lacquer kits boast high-gloss lacquer finishes, with exotic ash veneers and birch shells, in two configurations.

- Hi gloss lacquer finish with exotic ash outer veneer
- Birch shell
- Matching snare drum with diecast hoops
- Chrome hardware
- 2.3 Triple flanged hoops for the toms
- Classic Dominion box style lugs
- 10 lug batter and resonant side for the bass drum
- Integrated tom suspension system
- Remo drum heads included. Clear pinstripes for the toms, Reverse dot for the snare and a clear P3 bass drum head.
Role models are a tricky thing. If we’re to make our way through life successfully, it’s immensely helpful to identify people who have figured it all out. But when you reach a certain age, you realize that “figuring it all out” is a chimera, an unachievable desire that only a narcissist or a lunatic would dare claim. And we begin to perceive what it truly means to be human. We realize that the goal shouldn’t be perfection, but rather improvement—of our art, our relationships, our understanding of ourselves. And we come to understand that it’s through well-honed skills, hard-earned wisdom, and strength of character that any of us manages to survive in the face of barriers both internal and external, and do it with our humanity intact.

As I write this, a month after Neil Peart’s passing, it’s strange to say, but his drumming is not at the forefront of my mind. His humanity is.

Neil was not a magician; he made no effort to mask or hide his rhythmic charms. I agree with those who’ve suggested that one of the reasons he was so popular was that his drumming ideas were complex enough to intrigue us, but not so beyond our comprehension that we could never imagine figuring them out. They were a gift to us, and a true gift is something that a person can use.

Neil was not a show-off; as active as his playing was, it never overwhelmed the music. “Less is more” was a nonsensical concept to me. I agree with those who’ve suggested that one of the reasons he was so popular was that his drumming ideas were complex enough to intrigue us, but not so beyond our comprehension that we could never imagine figuring them out. They were a gift to us, and a true gift is something that a person can use.

Neil was not a show-off; as active as his playing was, it never overwhelmed the music. “Less is more” was a nonsensical concept to me. I agree with those who’ve suggested that one of the reasons he was so popular was that his drumming ideas were complex enough to intrigue us, but not so beyond our comprehension that we could never imagine figuring them out. They were a gift to us, and a true gift is something that a person can use.

Neil was not a show-off; as active as his playing was, it never overwhelmed the music. “Less is more” was a nonsensical concept to me. I agree with those who’ve suggested that one of the reasons he was so popular was that his drumming ideas were complex enough to intrigue us, but not so beyond our comprehension that we could never imagine figuring them out. They were a gift to us, and a true gift is something that a person can use.

And Neil was not a guru. It’s a cliché because it’s true: The more we learn, the less we know, and Neil seemed obsessed with learning. Moreover, he was not stingy with what he discovered. Those seven books he wrote are not short. And those eighteen albums’ worth of lyrics? So many ideas, so much imagery…so many questions! These were not the ramblings of someone who’d “figured it all out.” No, he understood that a desire to excite, to entertain, to astound was perfectly normal, and one of the reasons he was so popular was that his drumming ideas were complex enough to intrigue us, but not so beyond our comprehension that we could never imagine figuring them out. They were a gift to us, and a true gift is something that a person can use.

Is there a more human activity than to strike an object and marvel at the sound it throws back at us? Is there a more human desire than to tap the shoulder of the person next to us and say, “Hey, listen to this?” Is there a more human pursuit than to keep on hitting that object until you no longer can, because you know that there’s no end to the joy it brings you and your fellow man?

And if we believe these things, and want them for ourselves, is there a greater role model than Neil Peart?
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A Life Changed Forever

*Modern Drummer* readers immediately shared their heartfelt feelings with us when they heard about the passing of drumming icon Neil Peart. One particular letter stood out for us. We think it speaks for a great many of his fans.

Have you ever experienced a moment when you realize your life has changed? A moment that you will forever remember for the rest of your life? Something where you know, right then and there, that your life will never be the same again? A true defining moment. That is what happened when I heard my first Rush song, and the drumming of Neil Peart.

It was during the Christmas break of 1982. I was riding on a high-school bus, returning from one of my first winter track meets. This was an incredible transitional time in my young life. Having been brutally bullied from third grade on, my life was just starting to normalize in high school. For the first time I was part of a school team, and though I had yet to forge strong friendships, I was making acquaintances, and for the first time people were actually cheering for me when I ran races. This was a far cry from being jeered, or worse.

The 1980s were the age of the boom box—huge portable stereos—and we were allowed to bring them to track meets. Blasting them at the back of the bus was a sacred teenage ritual of the time.

I was sitting midway in the bus, lamenting a less than stellar performance in the JV heat of the mile, when something caught my ear. The sound was coming from the boom box owned by Paul Quandt, who was sitting with his friend Rory Martin. The two were “copiloting” the device, the largest in the high school I think, which earned them the seat of honor, i.e., the last seat on the bus. You know, where the cool kids sat.

The song was “The Camera Eye,” and by the time it was over, I knew my life had somehow changed. Musically the song was unlike anything I had ever heard. It was the exact opposite of the pop songs of the day. It was over ten minutes long, contained more shifts in tempo than I could keep track of, was sung with a voice that threatened to crack the windows of the bus, and had drum rolls that seemed to move through hyperspace.

Before it ended, I had moved to the back of the bus, a location I had once feared. Somehow I knew it was okay, since I was coming to partake in the music being offered. By the time it was over, the guys (I don’t remember any girls back there) were cracking jokes at my newly discovered “air drumming” skills. But this was also different. I inherently knew they were laughing with me, not at me. I also wasn’t the only one air drumming that night.

This turned out to be the start of me becoming friends with upperclassmen, and put me on a path to actual friendships for the first time since moving to my mother’s hometown six years earlier. Not only did the music and drums affect me, but through the years, Peart’s lyrics spoke to me in a way I never thought music could.

Within a year, I would go to my first Rush concert with these people (Dave and Ron), and the love of that band would be a common bond with my college and lifelong friends. The best man at my wedding, Keith, and our friends Todd, Jay, Kevin, Pat, Ken, and more all went to Rush concerts together.

In fact, my first Rush concert was in 1984 (the *Grace Under Pressure* tour) and I never missed a tour after that, concluding with the R40 tour in 2015, Rush’s last. Along the way I graduated from air drums (my mother would not allow drums in her house) to drumming magazines, catalogs, buckets, and more. When I graduated with a master’s degree, my wife agreed it was time for a drumkit. Though I’ve never played in a band, I’ve introduced countless people to drums. In fact, I introduced my nephew at the ripe old age of one. Three pictures that tell the story are one of him at age one on my lap at the drums; one of him at his first Rush concert with me (*Clockwork Angels* tour), and one of him winning a statewide award for drumming during his senior year in high school. He continues to play, and lord knows he’s far better than me.

Thirty-eight years ago I was discouraged and alone, but to quote another Canadian musician, Rik Emmett from Triumph (who were greatly influenced by Rush), “Music holds the secret, to know it can make you whole.”* My life changed that cold, bleak winter night, and Neil Peart has touched every part of my life since then, and only in the most positive of ways.

Neil Peart died on January 7, 2020, and a small part of me died as well. I know many who feel the same. I am left with the gift of thirty-seven years of original music that continues to enrich my life to this day. And as Neil wrote so eloquently years ago…

Everyone would gather
On the twenty-fourth of May
Sitting in the sand
To watch the fireworks display
Dancing fires on the beach
Singing songs together
Though it’s just a memory
Some memories last forever**

Al Prescott
Westford, Massachusetts

*A from “Hold On,” by Triumph, lyrics by Rik Emmett
**from “Lakeside Park,” by Rush, lyrics by Neil Peart

*MD’s tribute to Neil Peart begins on page 34.*
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STAGE CUSTOM HIP

Hauling your drums from stage to stage has never been easier.

6-ply, 100% birch shells bring explosive expression to any size space. And with a snare-equipped floor tom, you can switch up your sound in an instant. Groove on the move with the Stage Custom Hip — the perfect, compact companion to any drumming style.

YamahaDrums.com
Patrick Hallahan’s fantastic work on Vanessa Carlton’s latest album, *Love Is an Art*, isn’t just another entry in an impressive and ever-expanding list of credits outside of his man gig with My Morning Jacket. It’s the continuation of a decade-long relationship between him and Carlton, a creative union that runs much deeper than your typical singer/drummer-for-hire arrangement.

Their relationship dates back to New Year’s Eve 2010, when Carlton saw Hallahan playing live with My Morning Jacket for the first time. Carlton says she got “major goosebumps” soaking in Hallahan’s inspired performance that night—no small praise coming from a singer-songwriter who’d previously worked with first-call players like Abe Laboriel Jr. and Matt Chamberlain. That powerful first impression prompted an invite to play on Carlton’s 2011 album, *Rabbits on the Run*, her creatively daring first step out of the major-label system, recorded on her own dime at Peter Gabriel’s Real World Studios.

“He was so encouraging and supportive to me at such a difficult time,” Carlton says. “And I realized very quickly that he really is a master of his craft. He has no fear on the drums. He brings so much to my music.”

Though he’s probably grown used to it, Hallahan still sounds humbled when informed of Carlton’s effusive praise. “She’s very special to me as a person, and as an artist,” he says. Hallahan describes their relationship as “super deep,” and rattles off a list of things that bond the pair personally and creatively, including their mutual obsession with crescendos. “We’re both big-time crescendo junkies,” he says with a laugh. As Carlton puts it, “We love the drama and unusual arrangements of classical pieces. I come from an orchestral place—that’s something Patrick and I share.”

That probably explains some of the more dynamic musical heights they scale throughout *Love Is an Art*. “I Know You Don’t Mean It” finds Hallahan cutting loose and building to something beyond chaotic before the drums suddenly vanish into thin air, leaving only Carlton’s voice and piano. “The Only Way to Love” is another song stuffed with rhythmic drama, as Hallahan rides the peaks and valleys with great taste, alternating between double-handed snare patterns and deep, disciplined grooves.

Yet however over-the-top some of Hallahan’s parts may be, or however far the self-professed crescendo junkie goes in pursuit of a fix, his rhythms have a way of settling neatly around Carlton’s voice and keyboard. His syncopated snare-kick-tom pattern lends hypnotic oomph to “I Can’t Stay the Same,” but Carlton’s vocal and droning synths are the unmistakable focal point. And the flipped and deconstructed beat he supplies on “Die, Dinosaur” might have stolen the scene in the minimal song if not for Carlton’s pulsing melody having so much space to maneuver around Hallahan’s groove. It’s not by accident that he’s making space for Carlton’s voice and not the other way around.

“The piano is probably more steady than the drums—that’s by design,” says Hallahan. “I’m dancing around her rhythmic structure and her melody. My goal, whenever I’m working with her, is don’t come out of the gate swinging. Leave enough room for the song to breathe.”
to grow."

Some credit for this melody-first hierarchy must also go to producer/engineer Dave Fridmann. Known for achieving widescreen, reverb-heavy drum sounds with the likes of the Flaming Lips, Fridmann deploys artful sonic touches throughout the album, utilizing cut-and-paste/addition-by-subtraction methods that make each subtle groove, each dropped beat, and each crescendo really count. What the drums lack in concert-hall bombast they more than make up for with a presence you can feel. When they’re in, they’re in.

“Dave understands how to make crazy rhythms sit in a beautiful nest inside of a song,” Hallahan says. “I went down to Nashville and hammered through the songs with Vanessa before we made the record (at Fridmann’s Tarbox Road Studios in upstate New York). So we built up ideas over time. Then we would go back and forth on it with Dave. We had a great rapport.”

Though on the track “I Can’t Stay the Same” Hallahan used a four-piece C&C blue acrylic kit owned by the Flaming Lips’ Steven Drozd, the main set he used was a seven-piece Yamaha Power Recording kit plus a set of Remo Rototoms. “My main snares were my trusty 6.5x14 1943 Leedy and a 6.5x14 Drum Paradise with a Black Beauty–inspired shell,” adds Hallahan. “My main cymbals were an Istanbul Mantra 22” ride, a Traditional Dark 18” crash, an 18” crash, and Mantra 15” hi-hats.” His striking implements of choice were Vater 55AA sticks and T7 mallets.

Though Hallahan won’t be going on the road in support of Love Is an Art—Aaron Steele is Carlton’s touring drummer—he’ll certainly be keeping busy as My Morning Jacket works on its first studio album since 2015. The band decided to re-enter the studio following four concerts in August of 2019 that Hallahan says were “four of his favorite My Morning Jacket shows ever.” But you can bet that when Carlton returns to the studio to make another record, she’ll be tapping Hallahan once again. “He’ll be working with me as long as our schedules allow,” she says.

Patrick Hallahan plays C&C drums and Istanbul Agop cymbals and uses Vater sticks, Remo heads, and DW hardware.
ON TOUR

Peter Anderson with the Ocean Blue

Drummer and MD contributor Jeff Ryan chats with his recent drumming tour mate, who for the past twenty years has powered one of the most beloved and long-running bands of the alt-pop era.
As the ‘80s drew to a close and musicians started to pack away their keyboards and drum machines for guitars and chorus pedals, a dream pop band called the Ocean Blue emerged from the unlikely town of Hershey, Pennsylvania. Once the band had signed a deal with Sire Records, they quickly solidified their success, with indie-rock hits like “Between Something and Nothing,” from their self-titled debut album, and “Ballerina Out of Control,” from their sophomore album, Cerulean.

In 2000, Peter Anderson replaced longtime Ocean Blue drummer Rob Minnig. Anderson’s driving and tasteful playing beautifully complements the veteran band’s sound, but he’s also been able to put his own rhythmic stamp on the songwriting process, as the group continues to record new albums and tour the States. There’s a controlled bombast to Anderson’s playing on record that comes through live as well. It’s a feat that’s not always easily achieved, and it comes from Anderson’s experience working with notable Minneapolis luminaries such as the Replacements, Golden Smog, and members of Soul Asylum.

Anderson’s playing continues to propel the Ocean Blue as they crisscross the nation on the heels of their successful release on Korda Records, Kings and Queens/Knaves and Thieves.

MD: Most of the members of the Ocean Blue now live in different states. How does the band prepare for its touring schedule?

Peter: The members of the Ocean Blue reside in three different time zones, so rehearsing for a new touring season requires meeting in a central location. For the KQKT album we met for a long weekend in March of 2019 to rehearse some of the newly finished songs and shoot videos for the first two singles. As the June release date approached, we came up with a working set list via email/chat that we felt worked well for the upcoming dates.

MD: Do you rehearse together prior to going out, and if so, where?

Peter: David Schelzel [Ocean Blue singer/guitarist] and I got together in Minneapolis to rehearse the show and put together any studio-based sounds or tracks that were needed. A couple of days prior to the first shows we convened at [bass player] Bobby Mittan’s place outside of Hershey, and rehearsed the show along with alternate songs.

MD: Do your patterns evolve or change for the live shows, or do you stick pretty close to the album versions?

Peter: My drum parts and patterns do evolve and change, but for the most part I stick to the recorded parts. For example, on “9PM Direction” from the new album, there’s an extended improvisational section where the drums can go a bit crazy to build intensity and excitement in the live show.

MD: How do you approach songs from the earlier albums that Rob Minnig played on?

Peter: When playing the older songs I definitely strive for accuracy in interpreting the drum parts that Rob created. His playing is artful, driving, and part of what distinguishes the sound and style of the Ocean Blue.

MD: Do you lean towards a specific drum sound for the live shows, and are those similar to what you tracked on the album?

Peter: I’m rarely playing my own drums on the road, and often I play a different kit each night. I fly with cymbals, sticks, a Roland SPD-SX, an in-ear-monitor mixer, and often times a suitcase full of band merch. I kind of enjoy adapting to different kits.

At David’s studio in Minneapolis, we record with a Gretsch round-badge kit from the ‘60s. It has a tone and dynamic that really comes to life in his room. Periodically I will cut some tracks at my house, or at the great Flowers Studio, using a variety of DW, Yamaha, and Ludwig kits and snares.

MD: Are you using any backing tracks or in-ear clicks live?

Peter: The SPD-SX has been a great tool for me. I play backing tracks and click tracks from it. I use the effects for live sound manipulation.

MD: What percentage of material for the live shows are from the latest release versus the earlier albums?

Peter: I really like the current touring song list. The latest record, the early records, and some deeper cuts are equally represented, and the audiences are responding favorably. We’re having a blast, and I think we’re playing the best shows we’ve ever done.

MD: How do you juggle touring schedules and life at home?

Peter: My other role in the Ocean Blue is booking tour dates. We have limited availability, and a certain number of conditions have to be met to make traveling for shows possible. We’ve gotten comfortable traveling on planes with only essential gear and using backline amps and drums. And our families are supportive and encouraging. We’re fortunate and thankful to be entering the fourth decade of the Ocean Blue. We’re friends and comrades. We feel inspired creating new music together, and excitement performing for an audience that cares about the music, new and old. It’s a good scene!

Peter Anderson uses DW drums and hardware, Zildjian cymbals, Vic Firth sticks, Remo heads, Shure in-ear monitors, a Tama Rhythm Watch, and Roland, Korg, Rolls, and TC Electronics.
PRODUCT CLOSE-UP

WFLIII

Three-Piece Drumset and Matching Snare

Upholding decades-old family traditions while exceeding the tighter tolerances of the modern age.

For drummers seeking classic, vintage-style sounds, WFLIII is here to help. More than six decades ago, William F. Ludwig Sr. developed a 3-ply drum shell formula that featured a ply of poplar sandwiched between two plies of maple. That classic formula is back, via grandson William F. Ludwig III’s new company, WFLIII. We were sent a traditional four-piece drumset with a natural maple finish to review in what the company calls its Jazz configuration.

Specs

The shell pack included an 18x22 bass drum, a 9x13 rack tom, a 16x16 floor tom, and a 6.5x14 snare. Each drum shipped with a handsome black “WFLIII” monogrammed fabric wrap for protection. Designed with old-school attitude but built with modern technology, these drums feature a shell with a classic blend of a cross-grain inner ply of poplar to help enhance the low-end frequencies. The shells are thin, which also allows them to resonate richly.

The drums are hand cut with 45-degree round-over bearing edges, and 5-ply maple reinforcing rings are glued to the interiors. WFLIII reimagined the vents in these shells by incorporating them as cutouts in the metal logo badge. This new vent is said to allow air to move more freely in and out of the shell to help create a richer and more vibrant sound.

All of the hardware on our review kit was chrome plated. The hoops were standard 2.3-mm triple flange steel. The snare came with die-cast box-style lugs that were reminiscent of those found on drums from the 1930s, while the bass drum and toms had die-cast beaver-tail lugs. All lugs featured the “III” logo and were fitted with rubber gaskets to isolate them from the shell. The snare also featured a Trick three-step throw-off and a set of twenty-strand wires. The bass drum had beefy, adjustable and retractable spurs.

Sound

I spent considerable time and energy examining these drums inside and out, repeatedly taking the drums apart to try out different head combinations. As expected, coated heads elicited plenty of attack, while clear heads brought out richer tones. Regardless of head choice or tuning, however, these drums produced big, fat, warm, earthy sounds with classic vintage resonance. The 18”-deep bass drum produced plenty of low end, plus it had strong midrange frequencies that kept it from getting lost in a mix.
When tested in louder environments, these drums penetrated through with clean, undistorted attack, a melodic sustain, and an even decay. The drums were equally responsive at lower volumes. The snare produced a nice, full punch with a sensitive yet wide response from the wires.

Conclusion
WFLIII Drums has certainly succeeded in its desire to provide the drum market with high-quality, vintage-sounding yet modern-made instruments. They are without a doubt world-class instruments that are made to last—and they’re sensibly priced: the Jazz three-piece shell pack sells for $2,414.99, and the 6.5x14 snare is $610.99. WFLIII drums come in a variety of configurations, sizes, and finishes, and you can build your own custom snare or drumkit at wfliidrums.com.

Brian Hill
Doc Sweeney
Classic Collection Snares
Era-accurate reproductions of legendary solid-wood drums from the early 20th century.

Doc Sweeney is one of only a few companies that specializes in steam-bending snares and kits out of premium domestic and exotic wood. We’ve reviewed some of their more innovative drums in the past, like the hybrid bubinga/aluminum RX series. This month we’re checking out the recently introduced Classic Collection, which comprises steam-bent snares designed to replicate the look, sound, and feel of some of the most coveted models of the 1920s.

Specs
We were sent two samples from the Classic Collection to test. Both had 5.5x14, 5/16"-thick, single-ply steam-bent shells. One was made from maple, and the other was made from walnut. Both had solid-maple reinforcement rings, ten chrome-plated solid-brass tube lugs, double-flange steel hoops, vintage-style strainers, and classy embossed badges. The maple version came with a special Pacific Pearl wrap, which pays homage to the legendary Peacock Pearl finish from the ‘20s. The walnut drum had a hand-rubbed oil finish to protect the shell and emphasize the gorgeous wood grain.

Doc Sweeney based its Classic Collection drums on the legendary Ludwig & Ludwig Standard-Sensitive solid-shell snare of the 1920s. The unique bearing edge shape of that vintage drum, which has a special 45-degree round-over profile, was matched as exactly as possible on these new drums.

To emphasize the unique sound quality, feel, and versatility of each drum, Doc Sweeney added an internal round-felt muffler on the maple model and included a calfskin-like Remo Diplomat Skyntone batter and Ambassador Hazy bottom. The walnut drum had a slightly thicker Diplomat
Fiberskyn batter and a warmer-sounding Ambassador Renaissance bottom. Both drums came with classic sixteen-strand German steel wires.

**Sounds**

Vintage solid-shell snares have a sound that’s nearly impossible to replicate with a modern-style drum. They have a full, chunky tone with a round, blunt attack, a short decay, and a throaty midrange projection, all of which contribute to an unmistakable vibe that adds a lot of warmth and personality to a track. The problem with those older drums, however, is that the hardware is usually junky, so tuning is unstable and the throw-off often slips or loses tension over time. Also, they were inconsistently built, so one drum might sound incredible while another sounds like a wet cardboard box.

What Doc Sweeney has achieved with its Classic Collection is to capture all that sonic coolness while maintaining super-tight, consistent quality control. The lugs held tension throughout our review period, which included playing tests utilizing hard rimshots. And the tuning range extended from low and slack all the way up to tabletop tight, with endless options along the way. The precise bearing edges made the tuning process very smooth and easy to dial to a focused, pure tone. The snare response was much more articulate and crisp than on comparable vintage drums, which gave the Classic Collection a more focused, detailed high end.

The maple drum had a decidedly old-school vibe, with a lot of midrange thwack and a dense punch. Had I not known this was a new drum, I would have guessed I was playing on a pristine vintage snare that had been used on countless hard-bop, early rock ‘n’ roll, and classic R&B cuts. With the batter tight and the wires loose, it was a spot-on replica of the round, sloppy sound Billy Higgins used on dozens of Blue Note jazz records in the 1950s and ‘60s. Tuned a touch lower, and with tight wires, I heard echoes of Aretha-era Bernard Purdie. The internal muffler was great for shutting down the overtones entirely when going for an upfront, dead tone, à la Harvey Mason with the Headhunters. Or it could be dialed back to shorten the decay slightly without killing the high-end ring.

The walnut Classic Collection snare also featured a dense, warm sound, but had a more modern-leaning personality with a cleaner attack, drier decay, more balanced frequency range, and an extended tuning range in the upper and lower registers. Walnut is a unique timber for drums because it has a dark and controlled tone that leans towards what we consider vintage-sounding, but it also has a more modern-style EQ profile with cleaner highs and deeper lows. Therefore, to my ears, Doc Sweeney struck gold with the walnut Classic series snare. It records beautifully, sounds as appropriate articulating light, delicate jazz as it does cracking through aggressive pop-rock, and requires almost no fine-tuning or mixing. As a do-all solid-shell snare, the walnut is the one. If you’re shopping for something a bit more retro and “vibey,” then go with the Pacific Pearl maple. Each is available for around $850. Check out our demo videos of these two Classic Collection snares at moderndrummer.com.

Michael Dawson
Sabian

AAX Brilliant Thin Crashes and Ride and 14" Medium Hi-Hats
Clean, clear, bright, and expressive.

Sabian’s AAX series was created especially for drummers playing in modern or mainstream music, in styles ranging from pop to heavy metal. They’re made from traditional B20 bronze but are processed in ways to maximize cut, clarity, and brightness. We recently received a batch of new AAX Thin crashes (16", 18", and 20"), a 21" Thin ride, and a pair of 14" Medium hi-hats, all in shiny “brilliant” finish.

14" Medium Hi-Hats
These are great all-around hi-hats, plain and simple. They have smaller than normal bells, which are unlathed but polished, and the bows are hammered extensively and with meticulous precision via a large, round peen. The sound is super crisp, fast, and solid, yet not overwhelmingly loud or bright. For live applications, they’ll cut right through any stage mix with crystal-clear articulation. And under microphones, they’re pre-EQ’ed for bright high end, more complex lows, and attenuated midrange. If you need a new go-to set of hi-hats for almost any modern-leaning gig requiring quickness, expressiveness, and cut, whether stomping 8th notes with the foot, rolling diddles with the tip of the sticks, or slashing sloshy quarter notes with the shank, give these 14" AAX Mediums a try. List price is $364.99.

16", 18", and 20" Thin Crashes
When I imagine the quintessential crash cymbal sound for contemporary applications, it’s often one that’s explosive, glassy, smooth, and quick to decay. In other words, I’m thinking of the tones of the new AAX 16", 18", and 20" Thin crashes. Like the hi-hats, these models feature smaller, raw bells and the new large, round peen hammering. The hammering makes for a slightly darker timbre without sacrificing clarity and sheen in the high end. The 16" was super fast, smooth, and glassy, which made it perfect for quick punctuations and softer splashes. The 18" had a throatier, deeper hum, but it still had a gorgeous shimmer and quick attack. The 16" and 18" Thins paired very well together for a simple two-crash setup that covered a nice range of highs and lows.

The 20" Thin crash was a bit slower to respond and had a deeper, wave-like roar. It didn’t have as much high-end shimmer or glassiness as the smaller models, but it doubled very nicely as a thin crash-ride when played on the bell or bow. While the 16" and 18" are ideal choices for textbook fast crash tones, the 20" offers a bit more depth, volume, and drama. List prices range from $219.99 for the 16" to $299.99 for the 20".

21" Thin Ride
Sabian sent along a 21" HHX Thin ride to compare with the new 21" AAX model. Played side by side, the AAX had a significantly more open, sparkling sound that sat nicely atop the mix, while the HHX was a bit more muted and deeper in pitch. Even though I usually tend to prefer darker, drier-sounding rides, I ended up favoring the lighter and livelier tone of the AAX. Although it had a higher pitch, it was more dynamically expressive, and it occupied a nice spot in the upper frequencies that had me exploring more delicate patterns just as much as louder shoulder and bell attacks. List price is $329.99.

Michael Dawson
Gibraltar

GSSVR Stealth Side V Rack
Ditch the tripods without caging yourself in.

Gibraltar is revered for its extensive catalog of professional-quality and competitively priced pedals, stands, and rack systems. As aesthetic trends have shifted away from extravagant cages, the company has developed more discreet options that provide all the stability, consistency, and clutter-free setup of a traditional rack but without visual distraction. One such offering is the GSSVR Stealth Side V Rack, which we have here for review along with all the necessary components to create a tripod-free four-piece drumset with two crashes, a ride, a hi-hat, and an electronic multipad.

The Specs
The Stealth Side V Rack is a fairly inconspicuous product. It measures just 18.5” tall and 30” long and comprises two T-leg assemblies with adjustable top joints that can accommodate 3/4” to 1” tom, cymbal, or accessory arms. The horizontal tube is angled at the middle so as to allow greater positioning flexibility of the arms while keeping the total footprint as compact as possible. The connecting joints on the crossbar are fastened into place via sturdy slip-on memory locks. Large Quick T-clamps allow for fast setup and disassembly.

The Setup
To recreate the setup that Gibraltar suggested for this review using traditional hardware, I needed three cymbal stands (one with an L-arm attachment for the rack tom), a hi-hat stand, a snare stand, and another stand for my electronic multipad. That’s a fairly standard drumset with six tripods, which can be a bit cumbersome to configure, especially on tight stages or in small studios. The GSSVR system, with two Stealth V Side Racks, strives to eliminate all of that clutter.

The initial setup of the GSSVR took just a few minutes to lock into place. Then all I had to do was position one Side Rack on the left side of the bass drum and the other on the right. From there, I placed a rack tom arm directly into the vertical leg of the left GSSVR and attached a cymbal boom arm to the multiclam that’s built into the tom mount.

To lock the legless hi-hat into place, I connected an extension arm and multiclam to the horizontal post, which has a rotating grabber clamp that connects to the hi-hat shaft. The snare basket connected to the GSSVR via a 30” Stealth Bent bar, a mini-T-leg assembly, and a chrome clamp. Lastly, the multipad was secured into position with an extension arm outfitted with a 1” accessory shaft extender and a chrome multiclam. Even with all of that, there was still an extra mount in the top of the GSSVR leg closest to me, which could be used to expand the setup with an additional cymbal, an accessory tray, or mountable percussion.

The right-side GSSVR was used to connect the ride cymbal via a long boom arm. The right-side crash was connected directly to the mount in the rack leg mount via a short boom arm, an accessory shaft extender, and a multiclam.

The total time spent for the first setup, which involved a number of repositioning tweaks to get the kit in the most comfortable and familiar position, was about a half hour. But once I got it locked in, I was impressed with how much more open yet tight the kit felt. The rack didn’t extend nearly as far out to the front or sides as regular cymbal stands would, and there was little to no chance that anything would slip, slide, or tip over. The teardown took mere minutes, and subsequent setups required just a fraction of the time it initially took. If you’re looking to create a tighter, less cluttered, and more consistent and secure setup for live dates or studio sessions, but you’re averse to old-school drum racks, take a look at what Gibraltar has cooked up with the new Stealth Side V Rack system. It’s slick.

Michael Dawson
In the Studio with Drummer/Producer

Elton Charles

Story and photos by Sayre Berman
Elton Charles was attending Berklee when, in 2012, he had an opportunity to start working with a top touring act from Nashville. “I can always go back to school,” Charles reasoned, “but the opportunity to tour with a high-level country act in Nashville might not come around again.”

Once he relocated to Nashville, Charles continued his education by attending Dark Horse Institute in Franklin, Tennessee. “This was a great learning experience,” he says. “I got a more involved education, specifically in the Nashville studio life. I got to see first-hand how they function here as compared to New York, Boston, and Los Angeles. Dark Horse also gave me the console experience I needed.”

The pace in Nashville studios struck Charles as the biggest change. “Here in Nashville, we have maybe fifteen or twenty minutes to get drum sounds,” he says. “In other places, there is much more time—sometimes even days. The session itself is only three hours, and we’ll be doing up to five songs. It’s very fast-paced here. I was also impressed with how these players can listen to a song one time, read down a number chart, and nail it within two takes.”

Charles co-owned two studios in Nashville before building one of his own. “After parting ways with the last studio, I moved all of my gear into my basement at home,” he says. “I had been working out of my basement until two months ago, when this place was finished.”

To construct his studio, Charles called upon the expertise of local contractor Dave Mattingly, who has worked on many world-renowned studios, such as Blackbird and House of Blues, as well as home projects. “The thinking was that if I’m going to build this from the bottom up, it should be as big as I could go on the property,” says Elton. “The original plan was to make a dual-purpose drum and mix room. I didn’t envision tracking full bands.”

But Mattingly encouraged Charles to go big. “He didn’t want me to limit myself, which was great,” says Elton. “The vision changed, and with it so did my function. I can do so much more with it now, and I’m very glad that he pushed me in this direction.”

The fourteen-foot walls of the studio are reinforced concrete over a grid of iron rebar. “They’re a foot thick,” says Charles, “so we’re essentially in a bunker. I don’t even have cell service in here. We have no radio frequency interference, no weird..."
power interference, no street noise…. It’s almost dead silent.”

Charles handpicked some of the best studio gear available. “The board is an SSL 924 AWS,” he says. “It can be fully analog or it can control Pro Tools. It’s so flexible, and everything on the board sounds sensational. It has some classic onboard compression and really great EQs that make everything sound better.

“My favorite preamps are the Undertone Audio MPDI-4,” Elton continues. “They’re super versatile; they can get exceptionally thick ‘70s/’80s-style tones, or go completely the other way and be clean and pristine. We use them on vocals and drums primarily. I also have UA 610 tube preamps that I like as overheads.”

For microphones, Charles relies on classics as well as modern standouts. “On the inside of the kick drum is an AKG D12 VR,” he says. “That’s capturing the shell resonance and the attack of the beater. Just outside of the front head is a woofer from a Yamaha NS-10 that’s wired to an XLR mic connector. It captures the sub-lows. A little farther back is a Bock Audio IFET mic, which is a newer take on the Neumann FET 47. Between those three mics, I get a complete picture of the bass drum.”

For a mono room mic, Charles relies on a clone of a studio classic. “I have a Neumann tube 47 clone that was built by Shannon Rhoades of Mic Rehab in Nashville,” he says. “He used original parts that he salvaged, along with his proprietary capsule. As a front-of-kit mic, it captures everything from the crack of the snare to the bottom of the kick.”

Shifting over momentarily to the studio drumkit, Charles points out his favorite snare. “My go-to is a 7x14 bronze made by the Italian drumsmith Adrian Kirchler [AK Drums]. I have about twenty different snares, but this one seems to make it on everything.”

Elton’s overheads are legendary Coles 4038 ribbon mics. “They’re darker than most overheads,” he says, “but they capture a really nice picture that’s very flattering for cymbals.” The room mics, meanwhile, are a more modern model. “Matt Stager, a local Nashville craftsman, made these SR-2N ribbon mics that I use for the room. They give a pleasing and natural reproduction of the sound.”

Regarding the dimensions of the studio, Elton says, “Mattingly custom-made the wood walls to feature specific angles and corners that break up the sonic reflections. When a sound hits the wall, it bounces at a different angle so that it won’t touch its own waveform on the way back. He uses 2x6 lengths of wood and cuts each one individually. At the end of the project, Mattingly said he had six feet of sawdust at his place due to the amount of cutting he did.”

---

### Studio Gear

**Drumset:** Craviotto solid-maple kit (9x13, 16x16, 16x18, 14x24) and 7x14 Masters Bronze snare, Paiste cymbals, DW hardware, Big Fat Snare Drum mutes, Drumtacs tone control dampeners, Evans drumheads, and Promark sticks

**Console:** Solid State Logic AWS 924

**Preamps:** Undertone Audio MPDI-4, Electric and Co. Ampex tube preamp, Universal Audio 2-610, Universal Audio LA-610, Coll Audio CA-70 and CA-287, Vintech Dual 72, AMS Neve 1073LB, API Heider FD312, Black Lion Audio Auteur

**EQs:** Maag Audio EQ4, Avedis Audio E27, Solid State Logic 611EQ

**Compressors:** Inward Connections Brute Optical, Universal Audio 1176 Rev H, Hairball Audio Blue Stripe FET, Retro Instruments 176, dbx 160, SPL Transient Designer 4, Serpent Audio LA-3A, Focusrite Red 3, Orban 414A

**Microphones:** Coles 4038, Stager SR-2n, Beyerdynamic M-160, AEA R88, Shure SM57 Unidyne III, Neumann KM 84, Shure KSM27, Sennheiser MD 421, Shure S45SD Unidyne III, Shure KSM137, Bock Audio IFET, Yamaha NS-10 Subkick, Mic Rehab Tube U47, Mic Rehab SM-69, Shure SM7, Microtech Gefell UM92, Electro-Voice RE20, Audio Technica 4033a, Shure Super 55, AKG D12VR, AKG D112, AKG C451B

**Speakers:** Augspurger Solo 12MF with SUB 18, Event Opal, Genelec 1030A, Yamaha NS-10, Auratone 5C

**Wiring:** Skinny Fish Audio

**Studio design and construction:** Dave Mattingly of Sound Construction.
With Gibraltar's endless choices and combinations of hardware, racks and mounting accessories, players around the world are creating some of the most ingenious and totally functional set-ups for their kits. Like Dale Bukowski and Steve Downey's own original designs featured here, the only limit is your imagination!

From simple solutions to elaborate structures... dream it, then build it with Gibraltar.

Send us pics of your own Gibraltar rig - find out how: GibraltarHardware.com
NEW
ZILDJIAN
I FAMILY PRO
4-CYMBAL
PACK, PLUS
A FREE
14" I FAMILY
CRASH
$299.99
(115718355)

NEW
ZILDJIAN
K SERIES 4-PIECE CYMBAL PACK,
PLUS A FREE 18" K CRASH
$979.99
(105139790)
SELECT STORES
& GUITARCENTER.COM

NEW
ZILDJIAN
PLANET Z 13", 16" LAUNCH
CYMBAL PACK
$119.99
(115718409)

VIC FIRTH
SBAG4 STICK
BAG IN
GRANITE
$39.99
(115890261)

Deals valid March 1 thru April 30
NEW
SIMMONS
SD1200 ELECTRONIC DRUM KIT WITH MESH PADS IN BLUE METALLIC
$999.99
(15692410)
BASS DRUM PEDAL SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES & GUITARCENTER.COM

BEST-SELLER
SIMMONS
SD600 ELECTRONIC DRUM SET WITH MESH HEADS AND BLUETOOTH
$549.99
(14543341)

NEW
SPL
468 SERIES SNARE DRUM 14x6" IN SILVER TONE FADE
$149.99
(15700080)

NEW
SPL
UNITY II 5-PIECE COMPLETE DRUM SET WITH HARDWARE, CYMBALS
$449.99
(15590404) (15590416)
COLORS VARY BY LOCATION

Also available in this color

Bring this coupon in and GET AN EXTRA
$20 OFF* OR $50 OFF
your purchase of $99 or more

your purchase of $199 or more

*Not to be used in conjunction with other coupons, promotions or offers. Excludes discounted and clearance items, price matches, used gear, tax/ship charges, scratch and dent, vintage equipment, Gift Cards and musician services. (Pro Coverage, Guitar Center Repairs, Guitar Center Rentals and Guitar Center Lessons). No cash value. Coupon is redeemable in-store, online or at 866-543-0741, only with valid coupon code. Participating brands: RSJ, Mapex, SONOR, Remo, Orange County Drum, SPL, Simmon, Roland, Zildjian, SABIAN, Yamaha, D'Addario, Evans, Promark, PureSound, Majestic; Hiwatt and Control Acoustics. Offer valid March 1 thru April 30, 2020.
ROLAND
TD-27KV-S V-DRUMS KIT
$2999.99
(116102104)
FOOT PEDAL AND
HI-HAT STAND
SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES
& GUITARCENTER.COM

NEW
ROLAND
VAD503 V DRUMS ACOUSTIC DESIGN 503 ELECTRONIC DRUM KIT
$3999.99
(1629367)
SNARE STAND, HI-HAT STAND
AND KICK PEDAL SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES
& GUITARCENTER.COM

NEW
ROLAND
VAD506 V-DRUMS ACOUSTIC DESIGN 506 ELECTRONIC DRUM KIT
$4799.99
(16332749)
SNARE STAND, HI-HAT STAND
AND KICK PEDAL SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES
& GUITARCENTER.COM
SABIAN
HHX COMPLEX
SERIES OF CYMBALS
STARTING AT
$329.99

SABIAN
AAX FREQ PACK CYMBALS
WITH FREE 18" AAX CRASH CYMBAL
$739.99

SABIAN
B8X PERFORMANCE PACK
WITH FREE 16" O-ZONE CRASH
$309.99

For more great Drum Shop deals or to find a store near you, visit guitarcenter.com.
MAPEX
SATURN V EXOTIC EDITION 5-PIECE STUDIOEASE SHELL PACK
YOUR CHOICE
$2199.99
(113329304) (113329320) (113329312) (113329338)
HARDWARE, CYMBALS AND SNARE SOLD SEPARATELY
& GUITARCENTER.COM
COLORS VARY BY LOCATION

MAPEX
ARMORY SERIES EXOTIC STUDIOEASE SHELL PACK WITH FAST TOMS IN ULTRAMARINE GLOSS LACQUER
$999.99
(12889506)
HARDWARE AND CYMBALS SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES & GUITARCENTER.COM

MAPEX
ARMORY SERIES B800 BOOM CYMBAL STAND
STARTING AT
$79.99
(110007895) (110007945) (110007929)

Also available in these colors.
PEARL
MASTERS MAPLE/GUM 4-PIECE SHELL PACK IN MATTE WHITE MARINE PEARL
$3399.99
(H100206586)
HARDWARE, CYMBALS AND SNARE SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES & GUITARCENTER.COM

PEARL
PCTK1810BG1 COMPACT TRAVELER 2-PIECE DRUM KIT WITH BAG
$279.99
(H15888935)

PEARL
BC930 CONVERTIBLE BOOM CYMBAL STAND
$120.99
(H10446622)

PEARL
ELIMINATOR REDLINE CHAIN-DRIVE SINGLE BASS DRUM PEDAL
$229.99
(H12160189)

For more great Drum Shop deals or to find a store near you, visit guitarcenter.com.
REMO
EMPEROR COATED DRUM HEADS
STARTING AT
$15.99
(100325889) (100247107) (100247203) (100247138) (100247259) (100247126) (100247195)

REMO
EMPEROR COATED DRUM HEADS
STARTING AT
$15.99
(100325889) (100247107) (100247203) (100247138) (100247259) (100247126) (100247195)

REMO
EBONY POWERSTROKE 3 RESONANT BASS DRUM HEADS
STARTING AT
$52.99
(100066301) (104647680)

REMO
TABLE TOM IN ISLAND FINISH WITH MALLETS
$49.99
(106376361)

REMO
CONTROLLED SOUND REVERSE DOT COATED SNARE HEADS
STARTING AT
$20.99
(100415677) (100163422)

For more great Drum Shop deals or to find a store near you, visit guitarcenter.com.
LUDWIG

CLASSIC OAK
3-PIECE KIT
$2069.99

(116292764)
CYMBALS, HARDWARE AND
SNARE DRUM SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES & GUITARCENTER.COM

LUDWIG

ELEMENT EVOLUTION COMPLETE 5-PIECE KIT
WITH ZILDJIAN I SERIES CYMBALS
$799.99

(11629279)

LUDWIG

14x5” AND 14x6.5” 110TH ANNIVERSARY
BLACK BEAUTY SNARE DRUMS
STARTING AT
$849.99

(115226417) (115226391)
SELECT STORES & GUITARCENTER.COM

LUDWIG

STANDARD MAPLE SNARE DRUM WITH
AGED CHESTNUT VENEER 14x8"
$309.99

(113601686)

For more great Drum Shop deals or
to find a store near you, visit guitarcenter.com.
ALESIS STRIKE PRO SE ELECTRONIC DRUM SET
$2499.99
(115913907)
HI-HAT STAND AND BASS DRUM PEDAL SOLD SEPARATELY
SELECT STORES & GUITARCENTER.COM

ALESIS TURBO MESH ELECTRONIC DRUM SET
$319.99
(115441222)

ALESIS STRIKE MULTIPAD PERCUSSION PAD
$749.99
(114820558)
Anyone familiar with the popular television show *America’s Got Talent* understands the immense pressure on the contestants. They must perform flawlessly for the program’s creator/judge, Simon Cowell, and his panel of celebrity judges—and a live studio audience—in order to move on to quarterfinal, semifinal, and final rounds. In fourteen seasons, the amount of talent that has appeared on *AGT* is staggering.

In 2018, a musical trio of siblings from McMinnville, Oregon, took the stage and captured the hearts of the judges and audience with an emotionally stirring original song, “Heaven’s Not Too Far,” penned in memory of their mother, who had passed away from cancer in 2016. Even the über-critical Cowell commented, “There’s something really special about you guys.” Although the band, We Three, didn’t win that year, they made it to the semifinal round and walked away with a legion of loyal fans who continue to follow their developing musical journey.

The rhythmically dense vocals, beautifully blended harmonies, advanced instrumental prowess, and real-time loop creations of these talented twenty-somethings are organic and refreshing. And the consistency of their hook-driven, original pop material is rare. Perhaps most noteworthy onstage is the eldest sibling, Joshua Humlie, who skillfully maneuvers drumkit, keyboards, and vocals while triggering samples and setting up the songs throughout their fast-paced live performances. A quick glance at the many positive comments on We Three’s *America’s Got Talent* YouTube videos confirms that Humlie’s multifaceted talents are recognized by observant viewers. Watching his *AGT* performances reveals a mature confidence, a solid feel, a rhythmic pop sensibility, and thoughtful musical choices on drumkit and keyboards. There’s indeed something very special about these young rising stars.

Humlie’s first instrument was guitar. This was encouraged by his father, who played six-string in a band while mom ran sound. But when, at age seven, Joshua sat behind a makeshift drumkit in their basement while his father’s band was rehearsing, it became clear that a new drummer had arrived. Soon Humlie’s father would bring his kids onstage during gigs to sit in. Joshua fell in love with drums and never looked back. He studied with several teachers that emphasized rudiments and reading.

Early on, Humlie was influenced by Earth, Wind and Fire, Chicago, the Beatles, and Huey Lewis, among others. At an early age he dissected such complex drum tracks as the Tower of Power classic “What Is Hip?” and ultimately gravitated towards jazz in middle school and high school. Eventually he began studying with Motown and jazz drumming great Mel Brown in the Portland area. Brown’s impact on
Humlie was life-changing. “There were times when we would meet for a lesson and he would share amazing stories about the old Motown days,” the younger drummer recalls.

“The thing I learned most from Mel was showmanship,” says Humlie. “He was always fun and entertaining to watch, especially when he would solo. He talked a lot about his influences, like Papa Jo Jones. Mel had all the technical facility, but he had developed that extra level of showmanship that made his playing unique, enjoyable, and entertaining to watch. And while studying with Mel, I fell in love with jazz. My jazzy side rears its head more in my keyboard playing than in my drumming, though, since We Three is a pop group, where solid grooves are essential.”

As We Three started gigging, Humlie became frustrated with having to choose between playing keyboards and drums, so he began incorporating percussion instruments into his keyboard rig by placing shakers in his socks and a tambourine under his other foot. From there it grew into adding kick drum, then hi-hat, then a cymbal, and finally a snare drum underneath the keyboard. In time his drumkit/keyboard rig has become an important part of the trio's densely layered sound. Brother Manny (guitar and vocals) also adds a looper pedal to thicken the sound by creating extra layers of guitars, trumpet, and the like. (The lineup is rounded out by sister Bethany on bass and vocals.)

“One of the most fun aspects of playing with siblings is that we encourage and push each other in a positive way to grow and try new things to make the music better,” says Humlie. “I wasn’t really influenced by anyone doing a keys/drums combo. It was something that we needed in our music, so I took on the challenge. It’s worked well, and it’s always a work in progress to see what is possible. Sometimes I’ll use a smaller rig of mostly electronic drums, and I’ll stand up to play and sing. I’m always experimenting. We want to keep the group as a trio, and we’ve always been determined to figure it out ourselves. I used to sing more lead vocals, but as my job became more complicated, I had to shift the focus to the instrumental side and add vocal harmonies when needed.”

Joshua considers his role in the band to be that of a musical choreographer, combining vocals, keyboards, loops, and drum parts cohesively, creating a modern pop sound that flows seamlessly. Everything must be worked out in advance of a live show so that nothing gets left out or compromised within the arrangements. The group recently added click and backing tracks to their live shows so that the front-of-house engineers don’t have to mix so many real-time loops.

“I’ve also created piano-chord samples to trigger from the pad, which has helped immensely,” adds Humlie. “We usually write the songs and record them not really to recreate them live. Once we have the song recorded the way we like it, then we work out what parts are most important to include in the live performance. For me, sometimes the keys are the primary focus, but then sometimes the groove is most important and I’ll trigger keys while locking down the groove. It’s different with every song. And that’s what makes it fun!”

When asked if he would ever consider bringing in a keyboardist to free him up to play more drums, Joshua immediately responds, “I’ve invested too much into this concept to let it go now. I’m excited to see just how far we can push this thing we’ve created. I have finally conquered the challenge of simultaneously controlling the keyboard sustain pedal with my right heel and the kick pedal with the ball of my foot. It’s amazing what our bodies and minds are capable of. I’m constantly pushing my drumming skills and listening to drummers that inspire me, like Ash Soan, and Larnell Lewis with Snarky Puppy. We’re always writing new music, and we’re touring Europe this year. The momentum and popularity of the band keep growing, and we’re excited to see where that will take us.”

Mike Haid

Tools of the Trade

Humlie’s setup includes a Yamaha Maple Custom 20” bass drum and 10” and 14” toms, a Pearl Fiberglass 16” tom, and a 13” custom snare by the Daniel James Drum Co. The toms are fitted with Evans EC2 Clear batter heads, and the snare has an Aquarian Hi-Impact Coated batter. His cymbals include 14” Zildjian K Custom hi-hats, an 18” Zildjian medium crash, a 14” Sabian AAX crash, a Zildjian K Custom dark crash, and a 20” Bosphorus ride. He uses an assortment of hardware from Yamaha, Tama, and Gibraltar, and a Pearl Eliminator double bass drum pedal. His keyboard is a Yamaha CP4. (“I like the weighted keys since I’m classically trained, and I use it for the internal sounds but also as a controller!”) His MacBook Pro is loaded with Ableton for the tracks and sounds from Toontrack (EZkeys), and he’s got a small MIDI foot controller next to his hi-hat. For a digital audio interface the band uses the iConnectivity PlayAUDIO12. Humlie plays HeadHunters drumsticks.
Whether or not you recognize the name, you’ve likely heard his drumming. Since the 1970s he’s sold more than 30 million records, including the 1977 hit “Supernature,” whose organic groove led to his becoming one of the most sampled drummers ever. Moreover, his playing and recording techniques went on to influence numerous other dance and electronic music artists. Here’s what else you might not know....

by Martin Patmos
Jean-Marc Cerrone was born and raised in the suburbs of Paris, France, and began playing the drums at the age of twelve. “One year later I made my first band;” he recalls, “and so on until I was eighteen, when I made my first serious Afro-rock band, Kongas, which became reasonably famous in the ’70s.” The Kongas’ first album, released in 1974, displayed an approach not unlike some of Afrobeat pioneer Fela Kuti’s work. Cerrone would leave the band to pursue his solo career, though he returned to produce their second album in 1977.

Meanwhile, that solo career found Cerrone relocating temporarily to London. There he recorded his first album, *Love in C Minor*, and had 5,000 copies pressed. Cerrone never set out thinking of chart potential, but followed his muse and focused on good production. The title track quietly caught on, and the 1976 album became a sensation, selling 10 million copies. “I wasn’t particularly drawn to disco,” says Cerrone. “I just made the music and the albums I wanted to do. It’s the media who essentially gave me this ‘King of Disco’ crown.”

“I’ve played on acoustic drums throughout my career,” says Cerrone, “like Ludwig or Pearl. Now, though, I mainly use Roland V-Drums for my recordings. One can work much easier on the sound processing with the computer, thanks to MIDI. As in the old days, I also use several synthesizers, some being hardware like the Minimoog or the ARP Odyssey, and the others being software, mainly Arturia Mini V, ARP 2600, Prophet-5, Moog Modular, and Solina String Ensemble. And I work on Logic Pro.”
“I made most of my albums without concessions,” Cerrone continues. “That was especially the case with Love in C Minor—I wasn’t looking for a hit. The title track was sixteen and a half minutes long, and none of the record companies I presented it to wanted to sign it. ‘Too long!’ they’d say. ‘The drums are too loud!’ and so on."

Now a dance-floor sensation, Cerrone released the equally respectable album Cerrone’s Paradise, which contained a proto “quiet storm” song, in 1977. But his third album, Supernature, released later that same year, would come to be considered his masterpiece. A moody, conceptual album, with a lyrical theme that science should be careful when working with nature, it combined elements of disco, improvisation, social awareness, and science fiction. “I wanted to try something new with Supernature,” Cerrone says today. “We already had the hit single ‘Give Me Love’ recorded, and when I started recording ‘Supernature’ it was meant to be on the B-side of the album—until I realized how huge it was! Atlantic Records didn’t want it to become the A-side, and we had quite an argument about it. Eventually they let me do as I wished.”

Supernature proved to be another hit for Cerrone in both Europe and the U.S. The title song and music video featuring animal-headed humans from a lab may seem surprising now, but the song proved that Euro-disco could handle a serious topic. Given the state of the environment and what’s possible with genetics today, topically Cerrone was ahead of his time. More surprising perhaps is that this disco song was over ten minutes long—and ended with a drum solo. Yet the toe-tapping beat and catchy chorus took it straight up the charts. “Again,” Cerrone states, “I do not consider myself a ‘disco’ artist, but rather an artist doing the music he likes. It’s just because my music was played so much in the clubs that I was labelled this way. Regarding the end of Supernature, as I’m a drummer…well…it was quite natural for me to end it with a drum solo!”

Cerrone’s chart success led to his appearing as a musical guest on late-night TV shows in the States, where his catchy material and fresh personality earned him new fans. He was even welcomed as a hero at New York’s legendary Studio 54 club. It was an artistically fertile time as well; in addition to playing and writing, he was heavily involved in production. “I love producing,” he says. “I think this is an even more creative process than composing or writing alone. To me it’s part of one whole process.”

Cerrone’s innovative production style was influential on subsequent pop, dance, and hip-hop artists, particularly his approach to the drums. “Obviously the drums have to be in the front,” he says. “Whether it’s a ‘four to the floor’ or hip-hop rhythm, the drums have to be in the front. That’s probably the main difference with, for instance, rock, where the drums are rather more in the background and the guitars are in the front.”
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“The idea [for Supernature] was to record the drums on the multitrack separately,” Cerrone continues, “track by track, like a drum machine, to make it sound more mechanical. Though, drum machines hardly existed at the time.” In fact, Cerrone’s performances were always done live on the kit—and think about the control and consistency required to play Love in C Minor’s fifteen-minute title track. “You are pointing to a crucial point here,” says Cerrone, “and that’s also maybe the reason why I have been sampled so much. All my drums are played live; therefore it breathes. You get that natural groove from the very start. That’s what gives my tracks their distinctive [feel compared to] productions that use only quantized loops and samples.” For evidence of Cerrone’s solid feel, search YouTube for footage of his concerts from Paris in 1978 to the Montreux Jazz Festival in 2012. Cerrone’s upbeat groove was picked up on and sampled by the likes of the Beastie Boys, Daft Punk, and Run-DMC, among many others.

Earlier this year Cerrone released a new album, DNA, which he conceived five years ago “through DJing, and thanks to the motivation of both my manager and my record company,” he says. “They encouraged me to play songs from my late-’70s period, with a more electronic touch. After considering the very positive reaction of the public, I entered this game of revisiting/reinventing myself. I started to compose musical passages to include them in my sets. These musical passages began to take the form of titles [lasting] four, five, six minutes. Little by little, in a few months I totally immersed myself in these vintage sounds and the spirit that I had in my early career, to create musical moods rather than pop songs. In four months my album DNA was completed and recorded. I really enjoyed doing it.”

The new album features Cerrone’s upbeat, breathing grooves merged with interesting washes of sound. “Because my drums are played live on my V-Drums,” Cerrone says, “when I quantize keyboards, synths, and other instruments, I do it relative to the drums—that’s the secret.” The live drumming aspect can be heard on songs such as “Let Me Feel,” which utilizes lots of short fills for transitions and accents. As Cerrone relates, these were “mostly improvised; I let myself and my inspiration go.”

When asked to look back on his career and consider what has been consistent over time, Cerrone answers, “My sincerity. Never looking for hits, but remaining faithful to my style, despite all the different styles that went by. I never prostituted myself.” As for having seen his music influence disco, tribal, house, hip-hop, and electronic music over the years, he says, “I’m flattered to be part of a musical movement that’s been such a great inspiration for new generations. I was lucky to be an artist in the ’70s, a period that was highly creative.”
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Neil Peart

Neil Peart, the longtime drummer and primary lyricist for the seminal prog band Rush, passed away on January 7 after a several-year battle with brain cancer. He is survived by his wife, Carrie Nuttall, his daughter, Olivia Louise Peart, and hundreds of thousands of fans who reacted in utter shock when the news was made public several days later.

Peart experienced immeasurable success throughout his forty-plus-year tenure with Rush. The group released dozens of gold and platinum albums, was inducted into the American Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and the Canadian Music Hall of Fame, and received numerous Grammy nominations and Juno music awards. In 1983, at the age of thirty, Peart became the youngest drummer to be inducted into the Modern Drummer Readers Poll Hall of Fame. And in 2014, a survey of MD readers, editors, and professional drummers ranked Peart third among the fifty greatest players of all time—behind only Buddy Rich and Led Zeppelin’s John Bonham.

It’s easy to see why Peart ranks so highly among the legends. His playing on Rush songs like “Freewill,” “Limelight,” and “Subdivisions” inspired generations of drummers to pick up the sticks. He was a master at making odd time signatures feel right at home on an FM dial. And while Peart didn’t invent the rock drum solo, he certainly refined and expanded the art over the years touring with Rush. Devotees pore over the evolution of the Professor’s elaborate live drum setups. And even those who’ve never sat down at a kit found themselves air-drumming to Peart’s parts.

Peart was born on September 12, 1952, in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. He started playing drums as a child after picking up a pair of chopsticks and banging on his sister’s playpen. When he was thirteen his parents enrolled him in drum lessons. At eighteen he moved to England to pursue music, but left two years later to return to Toronto. In 1974, after playing part-time in various local bands, Peart auditioned for Rush. The next forty years yielded dozens of albums, live performance videos, sold-out shows, and tens of millions of albums sold. The drummer took a hiatus from the group after tragically losing his first daughter, Selena, in 1997, and then his first wife, Jacqueline, in 1998. Peart returned to the band in 2002 after remarrying, and continued playing until his retirement in 2015.

An avid motorcyclist, Peart was known to ride his bike alongside the Rush tour bus from venue to venue, and the drummer’s passion for literature inspired him to author seven nonfiction books about his travels and life. In 1994 he produced a tribute album to Buddy Rich, Burning for Buddy (a second volume came out in 1997), and throughout his career he contributed to numerous educational books and DVDs. With Rush, Peart’s philanthropic pursuits included fighting cancer and other diseases, advocating for human rights, and raising funds for disaster relief and music education.

Peart’s deep and thorough insight into drumming and life in general has graced the pages of MD dozens of times since he first appeared on the magazine’s cover, in 1980. So perhaps it’s no surprise to find, in a 1984 MD feature, this response to a question about what he thought his purpose in life was: “You can ask those questions, but what’s the point? The point is I’m here and making the best use of it. Why am I spending my life in this particular manner? Most times that tends to be a combination of circumstances and drive. The fact that I wanted to be a successful drummer was by no means a guarantee that I was going to be. But circumstances happened to rule that I turned out to be one.”

To honor Neil Peart’s musical contributions—and the outsized influence he had on so many people, in so many forms—we begin by examining the music he made with the progressive-rock band Rush, pointing out highlight moments on each and every studio album they recorded with him, from their 1975 sophomore set, Fly by Night, through 2012’s Clockwork Angels.

Later we trace the evolution of his famous drumsets via several of Rush’s iconic live albums, and then survey the popular books he wrote during his lifetime, a “side career” that Neil took to with the same energy and thoughtfulness that he approached his playing and...well...everything else that interested him throughout in life.

Finally, we hear from the pro drummers: some household names, others less famous, but all profoundly influenced by their exposure to Peart’s life’s work. All have a unique tale to tell, but also share with their peers an utter respect not only for Neil’s artistic accomplishments, but for his humanity, and the role that he reluctantly yet brilliantly played as representative to the world of the power and glory of drumming.
Rush came to prominence in the mid 1970s and quickly rewrote the rock music rulebook. Marrying the expansive concepts of the great British progressive-rock bands to a decidedly North American hard-rock aesthetic, Rush initially focused on complex song structures and instrumental pyrotechnics, in the process raising the performance bar for rock musicians and blowing the minds of their followers.

By the early '80s, influenced by the sounds of new wave and other contemporary styles, Rush tightened their arrangements, wrote progressively stronger hooks and melodies, and incorporated more contemporary musical elements, all the while continuing to up the rhythmic ante. This unusual recipe found a welcoming audience on FM radio with slick yet sophisticated releases like 1980’s *Permanent Waves* (featuring their breakout track “The Spirit of Radio’), ’81’s *Moving Pictures* (“Tom Sawyer,” “Limelight”), and ’82’s *Signals* (“Subdivisions,” “New World Man”).

Through a series of classic records featuring brilliant, cerebral, and yes, busy drumming, Neil Peart ascended to the throne, inarguably becoming the most popular drummer on the planet. Importantly, each new Rush album documented the creative progression of a drummer who never stopped challenging himself—and, by extension, us. Here we trace that progression by homing in on Peart’s work on each of the band’s studio albums. Strap yourself in: it’s going to be quite a ride.

*Fly by Night* (1975)
The blueprint for all future Rush albums was created here. Distancing themselves from the Zeppelin-infused riffage of their debut, and making a key line-up change with Neil Peart replacing John Rutsey behind the kit, Rush storm out of the gate with “Anthem.” It was obvious these guys meant business, with odd meters, in-your-face vocals, and virtuosic musicianship taken up a level with Peart’s precision and aggression. The drummer fills every space of “By-Tor and the Snow Dog” with…well…fills—32nd-note tom rolls, hi-hat jabs, and all manners of outrageous playing set to “destroy” mode. But even early on, Peart knew how to simply lay it down for maximum effect and support, as in the chugging hi-hat 16ths on “In the End.” The meticulously crafted, multilimbed drum parts and greater laser-like execution would come later as the scope of the band’s writing became more complex. But it was on this record, released with little fanfare in the mid 1970s, where the bar was set, soon to be bested with regular frequency. And in Peart, a Canadian kid still in his early twenties, a star was born.

*Caress of Steel* (1975)
Picking up where *Fly by Night* left off less than a year later, *Caress of Steel* showcases a band more assured after constant touring. “Bastille Day” finds Peart at his most driving and propulsive, working his ride underneath a powerful guitar progression, and the much-derided “I Think I’m Going Bald” still pleases with a cool, pre-disco, offbeat hi-hat part. There’s even an almost funky drum intro to “Lakeside Park” followed by a straight-8ths groove with Peart leaving out the backbeat of 2. But it’s on the twenty-minute “The Fountain of Lamneth” where the band’s creative ambitions (some would say indulgence) would mix perfectly with their growing musicianship. And though their progressive counterparts had been making multimovement compositions in England for years at that point, Rush jumped into the fray on “Lamneth” with the band’s most involved arrangement to date. In the “Didacts and Narpets” section, Peart solos in and around his toms, ripping flams and huge crashes in a burst of energy, another
sign of what was to come in the form of lengthy drum showcases in concert. The side-long track intrigued, but the sections sounded thrown together, not quite a unified whole. That would come with the next album.

**2112 (1976)**
Rush's commercial breakthrough came with the unlikely record *2112*, after the band ignored record company pressure for something more palatable by continuing their extended-form compositional adventures with the twenty-minute, side-long title track. The road made Rush a commanding, well-oiled machine by 1976, and the different sections making up “2112” highlight all the band's strengths, from brilliant guitar and bass proficiency to the fully realized sound Peart had cultivated by this juncture in his career. Check out the chorus of “The Temples of Syrinx” for Peart's simple, kick-heavy pattern, and the wild, 6/8 section in the “Grand Finale” section for a taste of the drummer going toe to toe with Lifeson during more guitar solo madness. But the rest of the album is equally impressive, as Peart trucks through “A Passage to Bangkok” with sloshy hats in between roundhouse fills, pseudo-shuffles his way through the verses of “The Twilight Zone,” throws in some nifty kick syncopations in “Lessons,” and executes the cleanest cymbal chokes in “Something for Nothing.” The record would raise the band's profile and earn them an audience of devotees who would study the liner notes and come to the gigs, but Rush was only getting started.

**A Farewell to Kings (1977)**
The success of *2112* allowed Rush to go musically where they wished, and where they went was into the stratosphere. The band's “middle period” begins loosely here, with an added focus on melodic songwriting that would lead to a radio hit with “Closer to the Heart” and the increased use of synthesizers rounding out the group's sound. Peart was now using an arsenal of orchestra bells, temple blocks, and chimes along with developing an even greater dexterity and technical prowess behind the kit. On the epic “Xanadu,” Peart kills with a two-handed hi-hat assault, interjecting with striking snare hits, and plays the softest snare doubles on the subtler chorus of “Cinderella Man.” And as “Tomorrow Never Knows” signaled a change in direction for the Fab Four, “Cygnus X-1” points the telescope towards Rush's future. The trio grooves hard together, Peart moving from one idea to the next, an odd-time splash beat here, another dark crooked waltz there, the recording more pronounced and immediate. The track's finale includes the daring 11/8 Peart tour-de-force, before he evens it out underneath the most crazed vocals of Lee's career. The band still rocked, but they were racing headlong into a new form of progressive rock.

**Hemispheres (1978)**
Often cited as the high-water mark for this period of the band's career, *Hemispheres* opens with another side-long masterpiece, “Cygnus X-1 Book 2: Hemispheres,” and now there truly is no manual. The music is yet more complex and demanding; Peart hammers home a martial rhythm with hip, left-hand snare work, and weaves in and out of 7/8 and 6/8 passages with flair, eventually moving into yet another hard-hitting disco hi-hats section near the end of the piece. Peart is on a tear throughout, floating atop a 5/4 figure in “The Trees” with an over-the-barline quarter-note ride bell and a snare he keeps stating on the “1,” then opening up on the cymbal for tension release. On “La Villa Strangiato (An Exercise in Self-
Indulgence), the band works through several instrumental sections that allow each player to really shine. Check out the way Peart flips the beat on the atmospheric 7/8 guitar solo, the drummer building drama with each passing bar, before bringing in a “Sing Sing Sing”-style floor tom pattern and some swinging by way of Canada. Rush was having fun writing deadly serious music, and the band would quickly change direction again. Perhaps returning to the radio wasn’t such a bad idea.

Permanent Waves (1980)
Released in January 1980, Permanent Waves not only ushered in a new decade but also solidified Rush as a commercially viable entity, with increased record sales and concert revenue. Sure, the songs were shorter, but they were no less inventive than
what came before. The band just squeezed those ideas into a tighter framework. By now, Peart had the ear of the drumming world, and his attention to detail combined with his focused power made him a major influence on many musicians. Just check out the number of different parts he whips out during “The Spirit of Radio,” from that dancing ride bell thing he’d return to time and again over the next few decades, to a newfound infatuation with reggae beats. Peart is smooth as silk in the middle 6/8 guitar solo section of “Freewill,” and he brings a tireless array of blazing fills and his toughest 16th-note groove yet to one of the band’s last long-form, multimovement compositions, “Natural Science.” These songs are still heard on FM radio today, and Peart’s “more is more” approach on them continues to be studied by aspiring rock drummers serious about their craft. But what the band delivered next would make them, and Peart, legends.

**Moving Pictures (1981)**
Regarded by Rush fans and prog aficionados alike as the band’s masterwork, *Moving Pictures* brilliantly combined their fully realized penchant for melodic hooks with prodigious playing leaps and bounds beyond the group’s early-’70s roots. And it sounds like it was recorded yesterday.

Opener “Tom Sawyer” became a signature song, a demanding workout of shape-shifting perfection, a performance for the ages. But check out how Peart toys with time on “YYZ,” navigating the Morse Code 5/4 with scalpel-like exactitude, dropping offbeat kicks in a call-and-response with his hands. On tracks like “The Camera Eye,” Peart shares space with synthesizers, which grew louder in the mix, anchored the arrangements, and helped the overall sound have even more weight. But Rush was a power trio at heart, and the hard-hitting “Limelight” finds Peart balancing between start/stop verses and some fancy ride work during a wicked Lifeson guitar break. Peart leans heavy into his hats on “Red Barchetta” and lays down one of his signature spacious tom patterns in “Witch Hunt,” a compositional drum approach that would be revisited often throughout the 1980s. Rush had released its most popular and arguably most accomplished record to date, but the pace, and imagination, would not stop there.

**Signals (1982)**
By the time of 1982’s *Signals*, Rush was firing on all cylinders, existing in a brutal cycle of album/tour/album/tour that somehow still managed to yield fresh material and novel musicianship. This was the last record with longtime producer Terry Brown, and the band allowed current music to influence their sound. The Police-inspired, new-wave reggae flavors crept in for their highest-charting U.S. single, “New World Man,”
on which Peart alternates between hip, upstroke doubles and sizzling openings on the hi-hat. Though recorded at the same Toronto studio as the band’s previous two records, *Signals* boasts Peart’s thickest and crispest drum tone to that point, even while synthesizers became a crucial fourth voice. Peart highlights abound, from the off beat China pattern ending “Subdivisions,” to the double-time rock urgency of “The Analog Kid,” to the grooving, four-on-the-floor dotted gallop in “Digital Man.” Rush was now bringing intelligent but catchy rock music to the masses, and Peart played nightly to a sea of air drummers showing him love. He also began to appear in drumming publications as the guy. The next, keyboard-heavy phase in the band’s career begins loosely here, and *2112*, released a mere six years prior, seemed like the creation of an entirely different band.

**Grace Under Pressure** (1984)
Rush returned in 1984 with a new collection of songs featuring a bit more Lifeson guitar than was on *Signals*, as evidenced by the aggressive rock of “Afterimage” and “Between the Wheels,” both with heavy offbeat cymbal work from Peart that gets the head bobbing. Some electronic drums can be heard on “Red Sector A,” and the ska-like “The Enemy Within” gets a healthy dose of Peart fills that blur the “1.” The drummer lays down a flam-laden snare groove on “The Body Electric,” accenting with a kick-and-toms syncopation to deceive the ear, before moving to a two-handed hi-hat accompaniment underneath a guitar solo. And even though Rush was all over the airwaves at this point, they still composed using tons of different odd times, and Peart is fierce in the 5/4 verses of “Kid Gloves” and the back and forth between seven and six in “Distant Early Warning.” Peart and Lee were also by now one mind, locking in together on fills that were written out but sounded improvised. The band continued a relentless touring schedule, and their growing songbook meant that some earlier material was retired from the stage. Ten years in, and the future was still bright.

**Power Windows** (1985)
1985’s *Power Windows*, often maligned by fans for being too slick, too synth heavy, and too poppy, is nonetheless another excellent outing for a band whose well was not running dry but simply changing flavors. This wasn’t the progressive rock of the 1970s any longer, but careful listening shows inventive arrangements on complex songs that were difficult to play and not so easy on the brain. Check out one of the later verses of “The Big Money,” where Peart opens his hats in and around a snare backbeat, or the song’s dramatic coda containing the drummer’s tasty snare rolls. Keyboard sequencing is a major characteristic of tracks like “Grand Designs” and “Middletown Dreams,” but there’s no shortage of rhythmic fun coming from the drums, and no shortage of over-the-top fills. The middle section of “Marathon” is mid-’80s Peart at his best, crushing a two-chord 7/8 progression with snare injections and tension building. And “Mystic Rhythms” is all moody toms and percussive samples, with Peart sounding like he’s got another limb. The old faithful might have cried “Where’s the guitar?” but Rush, along with the ever-changing Peart, was already onto the next thing.

**Hold Your Fire** (1987)
Never ones to rest, by 1987 Rush still had settled into the comfort of more concise and palatable songwriting, but the quality of their output remained at a high level, and their albums were still automatic blind buys for musicians, especially drummers. “Force Ten,” the uptempo rocker opening *Hold Your Fire*, grabs your attention with Peart’s chugging snare. Later he ornaments the atmospherics with simple, accented hi-hat work that eventually moves over...
to the snare. The sharper edges of Rush's music were being rounded off in an effort for greater accessibility, but these guys were still players, and the ping pong-like tom and cymbal pattern in the first chorus of "Time Stand Still" was still unlike anything else on the radio, or by this point, MTV. Check out the instrumental section in "Mission," with its ultra-tight Peart and Lee unison licks, and the seismic drum breaks following the guitar solo in "Turn the Page." Peart was doing his unique thing all over Rush's version of pop music, as he delved deeper into composing machine-like parts by incorporating all the random elements of his kit, filtered through his own sense of groove and swing. The wild-eyed abandon of a decade past was now in the rearview mirror.

**Presto (1989)**

A transition period was upon Rush by 1989, as their movement away from keyboard dominance began in earnest. Maturity and discipline were also now the tools employed by Peart, the master craftsman, and his deliberate straighter rock parts in tunes like "The Pass" was the work of a thinking drummer playing for the song. But there's everything from jazzy snare ghosting in "Show Don't Tell" to hypnotic African rhythms in "Scars," which would later appear in some form during Peart's show-stopping live drum solos. Dig his four-on-the-floor kick plus offbeat splash groove in "Superconductor" and his strong, dynamic approach alternating between the softer ballad-like parts and tom-heavy sections of "Available Light." With synths being tucked away subtly, more space emerged in the group's sound, but no player filled the gaps with excessive fills or licks. Peart, specifically, emerged as a grand supporter of the vocals, the bigger picture. Dated only by its digital, wet sheen, which was the norm for much rock music from this era, *Presto* did manage
to chart several singles and return the band to a more pronounced power trio sound. As a new decade approached, Rush was securely in the lead pack.

**Roll the Bones (1991)**

As the 1990s commenced, Rush were veterans in a music business that had chewed up lesser bands unable to adapt to changing tastes. Peart, Lifeson, and Lee continued their commitment to organic music-making, and the songs making up 1991’s *Roll the Bones* were Rush’s usual assortment of pop-infused hard rock, with occasional prog tendencies. But labels never really applied to Rush, so the record contains everything from funky jams with rapping (“Roll the Bones”) to kinetic, midtempo rockers (“Face Up”). Peart lays down a solid side-stick pulse in “Dreamline” and brings things down to a whisper with a softer ride cymbal in “Ghost of a Chance.” Check out some of the licks Peart plays in the instrumental “Where’s My Thing?” including a thunderous toms/double bass fill and a lightning-quick accented snare roll in a measure of 6/4. On “Bravado,” Peart builds the part from the ground up, starting with an insistent kick and layering toms and snare on top, until the last chorus, where he’s working all the cymbals and drums, achieving a completeness that makes the track whole. There was a wind blowing from the Pacific Northwest, but Rush was anchored in, holding ground, and ready to turn up.

**Counterparts (1993)**

By 1993, that Seattle wind had turned into a hurricane, and the unifying factor for all those West Coast “grunge” bands was their undeniable heaviness. Not to be outdone, Rush delivered the heaviest record of their career, and Peart’s drums were firmly assigned with the task of bringing the weighty stuff. The tone of his kit was deeper, darker, and fuller, and this time Peart brought a fully realized “less is more” understanding to his written parts. Sure, there were drum fills, but songs like “Stick It Out” and “Cut to the Chase” came at you with a fury not heard since the band’s earliest days. Still, this was Rush, and “boring” was not on the agenda. That ride bell gets a workout on “Animate,” and there are slick kick drum doubles on the instrumental “Leave That Thing Alone” that are basic but perfectly placed. Check out the third chorus groove of “Nobody’s Hero,” where Peart syncopates his snare hit and ends the phrase with a floor tom backbeat, à la Steve Gadd. The band must have done something right, because *Counterparts* reached #2 on the *Billboard* Albums chart. And for Peart, a break between records would allow time for reinvention.

**Test for Echo (1996)**

By the mid ’90s the members of Rush had families and other commitments, and they no longer needed to work at the breakneck pace of the past two decades. When the band reconvened for 1996’s *Test for Echo*, it followed a period where Peart wanted to revamp his playing with help from instructional guru Freddie Gruber. And revamp they did, modifying Peart’s grip, posture, drum and cymbal placement, and approach. The resulting record might not sound exactly like Peart was a new man, but the conviction with which he played was never greater. It was all about flow now, from the triplet feel of “Time and Motion” to the big spaces left in “Resist.” Peart throws in some polyrhythmic cymbal hits in “Driven” and continues his heavy and intense drumming on the aggressive verses in “Virtuality.” The recording, it should be noted, was big but clear, the mix bringing out all the nuances of Peart’s kit. The instrumental “Limbo” is made up of different parts Peart experimented with in the studio, beats with no home eventually stitched together in the final product. This looseness was new for the band, but the results satisfied them internally. Little did anyone know it would be six years before Rush returned to the studio.

**Vapor Trails (2002)**

Following the *Test for Echo* tour in 1997, Peart endured personal tragedies that sidelined the band until they returned in 2002. After having filtered their creative process through a variety of popular music trends over the previous thirty years, Rush decided to take a different approach with their newest record: post melody. It’s not that there are no hooks in the tunes—it’s just the obtuse nature of the material was yet another direction for a band always...
searching. Regardless, Peart comes out throwing haymakers with the pummeling double bass assault in “One Little Victory,” effectively dispelling any fear that he would be rusty after a long layoff. He flips the beat with some downbeat snare trickery on the chorus of “Earthshine,” and spices up the verses of “Ceiling Unlimited” with simple little tom fills, breaking up the straightness of the basic groove just enough without being overbearing. As the millennium turned, Peart’s parts were still carefully orchestrated, but his studies with jazzers and the inevitable maturity that comes to musicians who’ve been at it a while allowed him to become more improvisational, or at least sound that way. Of note: the negative reaction to the compressed muddiness of the original Vapor Trails caused Rush to release a clearer, remixed version.

**Snakes & Arrows** (2007)
Another five years would pass until Rush dropped original material (a covers disc, Feedback, came in 2004), and the results showed clearly that these guys were still not coasting. The band continued to write hard rock music with equal parts dynamic shade and riff muscle, and Peart still played with the conviction of an unknown out to prove himself. Check out the end of “Far Cry,” with Peart soloing over the staccato rhythm with some rumbling toms, and the quarter-note China and double-bass groove opening “Armor and Sword.” There are multiple instrumentals here, and Peart gives each something different, from the snares-off tom pattern in “The Main Monkey Business” to the bass and drum breaks in “Malignant Narcissism,” echoing “YYZ” from Moving Pictures. Peart alternates between the 3/4 and 4/4 in “Workin’ Them Angels” with little fuss, taking his time, letting things breathe. And if an old(er) dog could learn new tricks, this breathing space that permeated Peart’s late-career drumming was a good one.

**Clockwork Angels** (2012)
Fans waited a half decade before another Rush studio record appeared, and longtime listeners were rewarded with one of the band’s strongest efforts in years. The members of Rush were now living legends, and they had nothing to prove. Peart was now the elder statesman, the wise Zen master who had a lifetime of innovation behind him, but whose thirst for the new still informed his approach. And, oh yeah, he was still hitting harder than metal dudes half his age.

“Caravan” is Peart bulldozing his way through everything, all lip-curling snarl and attitude, while the 6/8 title track moves from double-handed hi-hat parts to big toms. Old-school Rush heads will also notice a nod back to 1975’s “Bastille Day” on “Headlong Flight,” complete with unison bass and drum hits and similar guitar drive. Check out the track’s cool snare intro and initial pattern. Elsewhere, Peart attacks his parts with intricacy and attention, but as always, plays the role of the anchor his bandmates can rely on.

With Peart’s passing, Clockwork Angels became Rush’s final studio statement, and with it they and Neil went out on top.
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_In memory of Neil Peart (1952-2020)_
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Neil Peart played a number of different kits during his forty years of touring with Rush. Here we discuss the major evolutionary changes his kit went through by focusing on the setups he sported during the first three, classic Rush live albums plus the unique approach he took during their R40 tour.

**All the World’s a Stage**
(1976)
The 2112 album gave Rush their first taste of success, and their newfound fans were willing to go wherever the band took them. Recorded in their hometown of Toronto in 1976, *All the World’s a Stage* is maximum rock ’n’ roll; Rush is running their involved tunes with an accuracy and ferocity many veteran acts couldn’t approach. Peart’s parts aren’t yet written in stone, and he’s able to really rock out on tracks like “In the End” and “Something for Nothing,” whipping out tidal wave tom rolls and go-for-broke cymbal crashes. Geddy Lee introduces Peart as “the Professor” before the drum solo inside “Working Man/Finding My Way,” and all the flavors he’d return to time and time again are already present, from the sprightly rudimental snare work to those melodic cowbell phrases. This earliest live document proved Rush were a force to be reckoned with in the concert arena, and it capped off the first phase in what would be a long career. By the time they released another live set, Rush would be internationally championed rock royalty, and their stage work would achieve a new level of authority.

The kit Neil used during the concerts documented on *All the World’s a Stage* was a maple-shell Slingerland with a chrome finish, lovingly referred to as “Chromey.” Prominently displayed on the album cover, this seven-up, one-down layout had certain unique characteristics that would not carry over to later setups.
The four concert-tom sizes lasted through several subsequent tours, but the three main toms in front of Neil were a bit smaller than ones he eventually would employ. For a drummer who played lots of long and involved fills, it’s interesting that Neil only used one floor tom during this era, and would do so until later adding a timpani to his right for color.

Of note was Neil’s reliance on his Slingerland Artist snare drum, referred to as “Old Faithful,” which would grace many future studio recordings and live shows. Neil played Zildjian cymbals for a long time, and the basic setup here would remain the same for years, with 13” hi-hats, two crashes to his left, a splash in front, and a crash, splash, and ride configuration to his right side. China cymbals were not yet present during this time, and Neil’s percussion was minimal, including a small array of orchestra bells, cowbells, and wind chimes. Promark 747 Rock model sticks and Ludwig Speed King pedals rounded out the equipment.

Exit…Stage Left (1981)
Recorded during tours supporting 1980’s Permanent Waves and 1981’s Moving Pictures, Exit…Stage Left presents Rush at the height of its powers, at the crucial intersection where their most ambitious material meets their newfound superstardom. All three musicians play with an increased level of assuredness—check Rush’s touring itinerary from this era for an eye-popping amount of road work—and Peart’s drumming in particular has developed a razor-sharp edge honed over time. Where the raw All the World’s a Stage clobbered the listener with a hard rock approach that owed much to Peart influences like the Who’s Keith Moon and King Crimson’s Michael Giles, here the drummer further shows off the refinements featured in his recent studio work. Peart weaves in and out of the twisting “Jacob’s Ladder” with confidence, while album gems like “A Passage to Bangkok” truly crackle with life on an airtight recording with very little crowd noise. Epic studio showcases like “Xanadu” are imbued with the taut quality of the band’s current work, as was Peart’s solo in “YYZ,” which underwent fine-tuning and became a real Rush concert highlight. If their first live album was an opening salvo of energy and chops, Exit… was Rush finding its concert sound, with Peart leading the way.

Exit…Stage Left saw Neil’s switch to Tama drums, with the 1980 and 1981 tours featured on the album presenting a few significant changes to the equipment. The Tama Superstar kit in custom Rosewood finish was “vibrashined,” with the inside of the shells treated with a thin coat of fiberglass, and the bass drums went up a size to 24”. Neil would also add timpani, brass timbales, and, later, Tama gong bass drums. The “Old Faithful” 5.5x14 Slingerland snare was retained, however. In the April/May 1980 issue of Modern Drummer, Neil
says of the drum, "Every other snare I’ve had chokes somewhere, either very quietly or if you hit it too hard. This one never chokes. You can play it very delicately or you can pound it to death. It always produces a very clean, very crisp sound. It has a lot of power, which I didn’t expect from a wooden drum.”

Neil used head models made by a variety of manufacturers, including Remo Clear Dots on his snare and bass drums, Ludwig Silver Dots on his concert toms, and Evans heads on his rack and floor toms. As Rush’s music grew more expansive, so did Neil’s percussion setup, by now including crotales, tubular bells, and temple blocks in addition to what was already present earlier. Brass-plated Tama hardware was a final detail.

**A Show of Hands** (1989)

The last of Rush’s “classic era” live offerings was assembled using shows mostly from the *Hold Your Fire* tour of 1988, and while the resulting sound and setlist varies greatly from their first two concert discs, this is still Rush bringing their A game to fans who couldn’t get enough. Featuring Peart’s self-actualized mastery of combining his acoustic drums with an electronic kit and percussion, the noise Rush made with those three guys onstage was huge. The drummer’s verve on dynamic tracks like “Marathon” and “Manhattan Project” is a marvel to hear, his parts formulated as if by a machine to be performed by a machine, and the mix has an almost too-perfect, antiseptic studio quality. Peart, though, is very human, and here he combines flawlessness with a bead of sweat. Peart’s drum solo, “The Rhythm Method,” further advances on previously developed accented snare work with the addition of electronic marimba and triggered horn hits.

There would be many more tours yielding more live recordings, but none more essential than these first three.

For the 1988 *Hold Your Fire* tour that provided the majority of performances on *A Show of Hands*, Neil once again chose to make a change in drum manufacturer, this time settling on a set of Ludwig Super Classics in a white/pink sparkly finish. The “Vibra-fibbing” process returned, and most of the concert toms were replaced with double-headed drums for uniformity. The big leap from the *Exit…Stage Left* setup was the prominent addition of electronics. A MalletKAT controller, which now allowed Neil to recreate many of the percussion sounds like temple blocks, was added to the Simmons electronic modules he’d introduced a few years earlier. Also present were Yamaha MIDI controllers, Akai samplers, and a swanky rotating drum riser.

“The song ‘Mission’ had a syncopated marimba, bass guitar, and snare drum solo,” Neil told *MD* in his December 1989 cover story. “I originally recorded the snare and overdubbed the marimba. Live, I assigned both the snare and marimba sound to the same pad—so I can have both sounds! Through the wonder of electronics, I was able to manipulate the pitches of the temple blocks on ‘Time Stand Still,’ so I got the sound I heard in my head.” Neil was now surrounded 360 degrees by toys of all sorts, and he was able to reproduce the band’s increasingly electronic-oriented sounds faithfully in the concert space.

**R40 Live** (2015)

Rush embarked on their final tour knowing full well that it would be a summation of all the group had achieved and then some. Documenting the Peart/Lifeson/Lee trio’s fortiey year together, *R40 Live*, recorded in 2015, again in their hometown of Toronto, boasted a unique setlist that worked backwards chronologically. Beginning with Peart’s hammering tom work on “The Anarchist” and double kick flourishes in “Far Cry,” this was the band proving that their latest material was as strong as the stuff they put out during their classic period, and that Peart was still up to the challenge of creating imaginative drum parts. For the second set, Peart switched from his modern kit to a replica drumset he’d played in the late 1970s, and he rips on deep fan wish list numbers like “Natural Science” and “Hemispheres” with still-brilliant technical prowess and trademark power. Before the show concludes with the band’s early riff songs like “What You’re Doing,” we hear Peart swim in the odd-time sea of rarities like “Losing It” with the maturity of a player with years at the game. Not merely a nostalgic cash-grab, *R40 Live* showcases a still-able band, and puts an exclamation point on an incredible career.

For the *R40* tour, Neil pulled out all the stops, adopting a more-is-more attitude by featuring not one but two full kits used throughout the course of the unique.

---

**THE STORY OF CHROMEY**

In 1987, *Modern Drummer* held a contest where entrants were instructed to send in a two-minute, unaccompanied drum solo on cassette, to be judged by none other than Neil Peart himself. The 1,776 entries received were whittled down by *MD*’s editors to 46, from which Peart chose the winners. And the prize? It sounds too good to be true, but it was. Each of the top winners would each receive a kit that Peart had recorded with and used in live performances throughout Rush’s career. (Unable to keep his winners to three, Neil asked his cymbal company at the time, Zildjian, to put together a fourth prize package, a set of new cymbals.)

Perhaps Neil’s most famous kit, the Slingerland Chrome set he used on the recordings and tours for *Fly by Night*, *Caress of Steel*, and *Rush’s A Show of Hands*, was documented in the *Modern Drummer* contest. Neil’s wish list numbers like “Natural Science” and that Peart was still up to the challenge of creating imaginative drum parts.

---

**A Show of Hands** —yes, the drums on the cover of that seminal live album—were won by a drummer named Mark Feldman. Now cut to sometime in 2009, and *MD* photographer John Fell, who at the time was a partner in Brooklyn music store Main Drag Music, was visited by Feldman, who wanted to sell the kit on consignment. Fell, who’d worked in museums prior to entering drum retail and repair, discussed with his colleagues what to do with the kit and how to sell it. “The enemy of conservation is restoration,” says Fell. “But since we were selling it, we decided to keep it as—is—not even conserve it, let alone restore it. It was even in Neil’s tuning.”

There was a long, intense eBay auction, which resulted in some Rush fans asking to see and touch the kit, and the store decided that it needed to be put on display. In one particularly odd wrinkle to the story, Fell received multiple phone calls from an anonymous shadow figure calling himself “the High Priest from the Temple of Syrinx,” who insisted that the kit wasn’t authentic. The bidding price froze at $2,112 (of course), and then $21,012, and the drums eventually sold for around $25,000.

And who showed up to pick up the kit? A collector named Dean Bobisud, who drove all the way from Chicago. He owned a pizzeria, and he sold a Corvette to do this,” says Fell. “He was a serious Rush fanatic, with a shrine of Peart’s sticks and guitar picks. He arrived in a van with a bunch of matching drum bags, and was very excited. He even put a chicken suit on for the photo—the actual chicken suit that Rush’s crew used onstage during their tours. They’d have rotisserie chickens turning onstage, and backs wearing chicken suits...
“backwards in time” performance. The set list would begin with Rush’s recent repertoire, as Neil would play the “modern kit,” a beautiful DW Black Pearl-finish monster made from a 1,500-year-old Romanian River Oak tree.

“The first kit in the first set is evolved as an instrument of perfect comfort,” Neil said in the January 2016 issue of MD. “I can play it with my eyes closed. The musicality through the cymbals and the toms. Everything is carefully chosen and put where it should be. I tell people, don’t look at those 47 drums. It’s a four-drum setup. Look at the middle, everything spins off from there.”

Rounding things out were assorted Sabian Paragon cymbals, various electronics including Roland V-Drums and MalletKATs, and Ableton Live running on a MacBook Pro. The hardware was even gold-plated. But the great surprise was a totally separate second kit, nicknamed “El Darko,” used later in the show for all the material from Moving Pictures and before. This was a DW replica of Peart’s classic Slingerland kit from the late 1970s, and it featured two bass drums as well as four “open” concert toms used for the first time since the mid-’80s Power Windows Tama kit. This black chrome-finish beast, also made from that 1,500-year-old tree, sounded great, but was tougher to tame for the older, wiser Peart.

In the 2016 MD piece, Neil shared, “I had the notion that, wouldn’t it be great if instead of having the rotating set I’ve had for years that kind of contrasts the acoustic and electronic drums, I went to a whole second drumset. I always say this about old cars and old motorcycles, I love them, and old drums, I love them, but new ones are better. The ergonomics of it all [were tough]. I used to make everything so close and under me. But it was counterintuitive thinking. I used to think the closer it is, the more power I can get on it, but that’s not true. You have to get it the right distance. Close or near doesn’t matter. And the way the set list works out, I had to solo on that set.

“I’d much rather solo on my modern set in every sense,” Peart went on, “musically and physically. But there are cool things as well. I used to have timbales on my left side and I got those again, and playing two bass drums again was fun.”

Neil and Rush went out on the highest of notes, giving fans a concert experience filled with music spanning the band’s entire career, still played at peak level. Peart would hang up the sticks and put down the pen with no regrets.
That word, “compositional,” which is so often used to describe Neil Peart the drummer, also applies to his written word outside of the songs he wrote for Rush. A quick internet image search of the band in the 1970s will yield multiple photos of Peart's face buried in a book of some sort, and aside from his own pure enjoyment, it was years of study of countless writers that led the drummer/lyricist to eventually try his hand at becoming an author.

And if Peart’s songs tackled everything from fantasy to technology to religion to relationships, and everything in between, his seven books, inspired mostly by his adventurous excursions by bicycle and motorcycle between Rush tours, paint the picture of a more or less independent inland traveler, all-too-human, dealing with life’s mysteries and tragedies and beauty. For those looking to go beyond the lyric sheet, below is a quick guide to the Professor’s excellent output of books.

by Ilya Stemkovsky

The Masked Rider: Cycling in West Africa (1996)

Peart on a 1988 bicycle tour through Cameroon. This travel memoir describes the journey and his experiences, from contracting dysentery to a confrontation with an armed soldier to navigating dirt roads off the beaten path. Peart explores his own emotions along the way, the different “masks” that he discovers he wears. And though he always had a reputation of being fiercely private, it's in his books where you get to see what he was like in his personal life.

An excerpt from The Masked Rider: "I am sometimes overly concerned about people who don’t really matter to me emotionally. For example, I would rather be early for an appointment and have to wait myself than inconvenience anyone else (though I naively expect the same consideration in return). But at the other extreme, I am jealous of my time and work, and am sometimes short even with friends when a phone call interrupts me in the middle of something ‘important’—when it’s not convenient to speak with them."

There's history, culture, interesting people, all told in a likeable first-person narrative style that puts you in that sub-Saharan country you’ve only seen in National Geographic, but now your favorite drummer was there and reporting back.

Ghost Rider: Travels on the Healing Road (2002)

In a ten-month period spanning 1997 and 1998, Peart lost both his nineteen-year-old daughter in a car accident and his wife to cancer. Faced with overwhelming sadness and isolated from the world in his Canadian home on the lake, he was left without direction. Neil told his Rush bandmates that he was “retired.” Early in the book, Peart writes, “I was going. I still didn’t know where (Alaska? Mexico? Patagonia?), or for how long (two months? four months? a year?), but I knew I had to go. My life depended on it.”

This memoir tells of the sense of devastation that led Peart on a year-long, 55,000-mile journey by motorcycle across much of North America, down through Mexico to Belize, and back again to Quebec. It’s personal, heartbreaking, funny, and tragic at the same time, a journey from grief to healing during which our hero is constantly reminded about his losses, but where he triumphs in the end. Like with his previous book, if you didn’t know Peart personally, you will feel like you did after reading this one.
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This time Peart’s vehicle of choice is a car, as he drives his BMW from Los Angeles to Big Bend National Park in Southwest Texas while acting as his own DJ. Traveling Music is nicely autobiographical, as Peart reminisces about his upbringing and inspirations before joining Rush and shares his thoughts about everything from Frank Sinatra to Linkin Park to Radiohead. You get the sense of being in the passenger seat with Neil, and lines in Rush’s “Red Barchetta” come to mind: “Wind in my hair, shifting and drifting, mechanical music, adrenaline surge.” Ever wanted to know what Peart thought about Manu Katché’s drumming or Jeff Buckley’s Grace? Look no further.


In 2004 Rush embarked on its 30th-anniversary R30 tour, and Peart traveled between shows by motorcycle, chronicling his journey and delivering with a sharp eye and great care almost everything you’d want to know as a fan of the band. Roadshow acts as a behind-the-scenes memoir, and as a travelogue, and it details the challenges of big-time rock touring. No, Peart didn’t like touring. No, he didn’t really love meeting fans. He certainly didn’t want to see us air-drum to “Tom Sawyer” if we met him at a diner. But his reflections are always touching and poignant, and we get an inside look at Peart’s constant strive for perfection. It might sound perfect to you, out there in section 300, but it’s interesting to read how critical the man behind the kit is of himself.

Far and Away: A Prize Every Time (2011)

Following in the tradition of Ghost Rider and Traveling Music, the twenty-two “open letter”-format stories making up Far and Away originally appeared as blog posts on Peart’s website, NeilPeart.net. He shares his experiences as he travels along the back roads of North America, Europe, and South America, in journeys that span almost four years. There are observations about nature, the birth of his daughter, and learning from Freddie Gruber and Peter Erskine.

Far and Near: On Days Like These (2014)

More stories gathered from Peart’s website. In this second volume of a trilogy of books, the voice in Far and Near “still aims at the feeling that someone you know took the time and care to write the best letter he could—to share his life, work, and travels.” Peart writes of outdoor life, receiving honors, and drumming, drumming, drumming. Another look into the inner workings of Peart’s ever-inquisitive mind.

Far and Wide: Bring That Horizon to Me! (2016)

The third and final book in the trilogy follows the R40 tour, Rush’s last, and Peart reflects on five decades of drumming with an eye on the finish line. There’s more insightfulness and humor sprinkled throughout, and even before Peart’s retirement from touring and subsequent untimely death in 2020, there was a definitive sense of closure to the book. The last chapter ends with the band’s final bow after their final song of their final show. Collectively, all of Peart’s travel books are really an Odyssey. He’s our Ulysses, and we were along for the ride.
“Audix mics work in tandem with each other and they capture the sound of the drums and cymbals with the crystalline clarity, creaminess and the punch I’m accustomed to.”

—Todd Sucherman

PERFORMANCE IS EVERYTHING

Todd Sucherman is one of the most in-demand drummers on the planet. In addition to a 20+ year tenure with legendary rock band Styx, he is an award-winning clinician, session artist and was just voted best drummer by readers of Modern Drummer magazine for a fourth year. Audix is Todd’s mic of choice for his kit.

STUDIO ELITE 8 (STE8)

A compelling array of eight drum microphones that suit a wide variety of needs on stage and in the studio. This collection of microphones enables artists like Todd Sucherman to accurately capture every nuance and detail of their signature sound. Includes two SMT25 shockmounts, four DVICE rim mounts, mic clips, and aluminum case.
To truly have your own voice on an instrument is one of the greatest achievements a musician can have, and Neil Peart had just that. He also had his own voice as an author and lyricist who was a master storyteller, an architect of dreams, a teacher, a sage, an explorer—and I think the outpouring of grief that was experienced at the news of his passing went beyond just the loss of a fellow drummer. We “knew” him through his written words, whether it be from the music or his nonfiction work. The loss of his person was felt on a profound level. He inspired millions as a wordsmith extraordinaire, and his playing “just sounded cool!” And by that I mean, you can’t just decide to be cool. Cool is. Or it isn’t. And his playing was cool and spoke to musicians and the layman alike. The Rush records were always mixed with the drums equal in the blend—you never had to listen while squinting from the edge of your seat to decipher what he was doing through a cacophony of reverb or a wall of other instruments. His playing, like it or not, spoke with the clarity of his written words.

I only met him once. We were working right next to each other at Ocean Way in Los Angeles. He was recording the “Hockey Night in Canada” theme and I was recording with Brian Wilson on his Gershwin record. Sabian’s Chris Stankee pulled me next door to meet him, and there was a full big band and a film crew, along with the actual Stanley Cup trophy. I found him to be kind, engaging, and warm. After a while he was asking me all the questions in our conversation—about what I was doing, what it was like working with Brian Wilson, and whatever else was coming up in my schedule.

One of the definitions of the word “gentleman” is someone who makes you feel at ease, accepted, and in good company. Neil was a gentleman indeed. I wish I would have had the chance for another encounter with him, but I’m grateful for the lovely one that I had. I wish he would have been able to enjoy his retirement, especially after living through such unimaginable tragedy. He was an important figure during my school years in real time ’76 to ’82, basically 2112 through Signals, Moving Pictures and Signals can catapult me back to junior high school in my mind more powerfully than a photograph. I think many of us feel that way, and his contributions to music and literature will live within us all.

Todd Sucherman (Styx, sessions)

The first big concert I ever attended was Rush during their Roll the Bones tour. It was the first time I saw a band in an arena, and it was the first time I ever saw a live drum solo. Needless to say, it blew me away. It sparked a lifelong flame that I’ve carried through my career to this day. Neil was one of my absolute biggest influences, and his drumming inspired so much of how I’ve developed as a drummer. He was and will always be a pillar of this fantastic drumming community for countless reasons. But one specific reason in my mind is that he was and will always be at the center of so many conversations between drummers—and non-drummers—of all ages, all skill levels, and all styles of music. He brought people together because of drumming and helped them fall in love with this incredible instrument. Neil Peart was the “gateway drummer” for me and many others, and he’ll continue to be that kind of legend for the rest of time.

Matt Halpern (Periphery)

My world changed the day I heard Neil for the first time. My cousin played Exit...Stage Left for me when I was twelve or so, and when I heard the drum solo on “YYZ” my wheels turned so hard that it felt like my brain melted on the spot. I wanted to sound like Neil. I wanted to play the same drumset like Neil. I wanted to be Neil. I know I’m the norm rather than the exception, as Rush left their indelible mark on so many fans and musicians through the years—especially drummers—because of their talent, originality, and world-class musicianship.

It was hard for me to get out of my Rush/Neil phase. I couldn’t get enough of the music and the drumming. My playing has changed and evolved a lot through the years, but I still find myself channeling his wit, smarts, and compositional skills on the kit. He left me a huge gift, and I will forever be thankful for it. He might be gone, but he’s surely not forgotten.

Antonio Sánchez (Migration/Bad Hombre)
Obviously, based on my questions, I was trying to imitate him. I was fourteen and had no idea who I was. I wanted to sound like him, but it hit me and it stuck, perhaps because he underlined the word “you.” It may have taken me a while to find my own voice (still in progress), and I certainly borrowed from Neil along the way, but that was the best career advice I was ever given. I have never forgotten it. I pass it along to any hungry musician that asks me for advice.

The inspiration, compassion, and personal encouragement that Neil so graciously gave to a fourteen-year-old kid from rural Northern California has helped fuel my passion for music and quest for originality to this day.

Thank you, Neil Peart. You will forever be in my heart, in my hands, in my feet, and in my ears. Rest in peace.

Brian Reitzell (film composer, percussionist)

In 1981 I was a brand-new drummer. My ears were searching for inspiration. I had heard “The Spirit of Radio,” but it was still a bit of an underground thing here in L.A. Seemingly out of nowhere Moving Pictures dropped, and like most drummers I was flabbergasted. Brave, technically challenging, musically beautiful, sonically delightful, this record changed the game. I was already a fan of Phil Collins, so odd meter wasn’t new, but this was different. It felt comfortable. Every day in the bedroom, testing my mother’s patience, I worked on “YYZ,” “Tom Sawyer,” “Red Barchetta,” and “Limelight.” Not sure why I needed to know these songs, but determined all the same. Then one day I was asked, almost forced, to play at my junior-high talent show. I accepted, but it’s as if my classmates chose the song. It had to be “Tom Sawyer.” If you can play “Tom Sawyer” then you’re a pro. Never mind the gigs I was already doing. I was being put to the test. Play it I did, and the kids loved it. There is something about playing in front of your friends that can play games with your nerves.

Neil set the bar so high, it seemed or seems unreachable, but he did it with grace and humility just to give us hope. Now with a career entrenched in the progressive-rock scene, I understand why I had to know those songs. I was in school with the Professor.

Jimmy Keegan (Pattern-Seeking Animals)

One of my earliest memories is drumming to “Tom Sawyer” on the seats of my mom’s car on the way to daycare. Even as an eight-year-old, it was apparent to me that Neil’s drumming was something special, powerful. He was the spark that lit a lifelong fire for the drums and music. I’m not alone in this realization. That young boy from Iowa could never have imagined the friendship to come with Neil Peart. He shared his adventures motorcycling, sailing, touring, and drumming. Every day ended with a Macallan and lots of laughter. More than all this, Bubba was there for me when my own dad died of cancer. He brought me In-n-Out after I got creamed on my motorcycle. He’d meet with Make-a-Wish kids in secret, play drums with them, and take them for milkshakes. He was that kind of dude. Extraordinarily kind, even after the universe took everything from him. He left our world a better place than he found it.

Neil wrote these lyrics for the last song on the last Rush album. To the last…you measure up, Bubba.

Chris Stankee (director of artist relations, Sabian)

During the last three and a half years, Neil faced this aggressive brain cancer bravely, philosophically, and with his customary humor, sometimes light and occasionally dark—all very characteristic of him, even given the serious situation and the odds handed to him.
Neil Peart is my favorite drummer and always will be, and my first-ever contact with him was when I wrote him a fan letter in care of Modern Drummer back in 1985, which was a kind of secret way to contact the ever elusive NP that some of us heard about as kids in the ‘80s. I was lucky; he got my letter and returned a postcard packed with all the answers to my questions, and he wished me “all the best.”

The fifteen-year-old kid sat in his driveway—actually it’s still my driveway—looking at “the Golden Ticket”: “Oh, I can’t wait to show all the drummers in band tomorrow,” I gloated, and boy did I. That postcard sat on my dresser for about three years before I went off to Berklee, and I sealed it in a photo album for preservation.

Many years later, after I became a “known” drummer, I had mentioned to drum tech Lorne Wheaton at a NAMM party in 2006 or 2007 that I would really love to meet his boss, if it was at all possible, and he told me, “Next time we come through, text me. Don’t worry, he knows who you are.” “What! Neil knows who I am?” “Yes, dude, trust me, he knows who you are!” I was floating on air just knowing the fact that maybe I might have been on his radar. The next time Rush came through town, thanks to Lorne and Rob and Paul from Hudson Music, I was in the dressing room, with my wife, shaking hands with “The Professor.” (Here come those tears…)

It was the moment I’d waited my entire life for. Mike Portnoy had told me a few hours prior, “Don’t talk about drums unless he does first,” but I knew this very important tidbit of info going into the meeting. So did Neil talk about drums? Not only did he talk about drums, he showed me what he was working on with Peter Erskine at the time on his practice kit. This is when he’s supposed to be warming up, but no, he’s taking that precious time before his show to show me what he’s working on. Blew my mind, still does just talking about it. After that I pulled out my Slingerland Artist model snare for him to sign, and he goes, “I used to play one just like this.” “Yes, sir, I know, that’s why I have one!”

It was one of the greatest days of my life, and every tour after that he always took care of me with tickets and passes for any show I could make it to. Even when I was on the road, he would extend the invite down to my wife and family. I was now in the “inner circle.”

On another tour, we sat in his dressing room discussing his book Road Show and the death of Dimebag Darrell from Pantera, whom he writes about in that book. Neil never knew that I was on that tour with Dime and Vinnie up until a day prior to the shooting, and he knew how much talking about this was kind of upsetting to me, because obviously he knew I might not be sitting there talking to him if that had happened a day or two prior. He put his giant hand on my shoulder and said, “Let’s talk about something else.” He knew he’d struck a nerve, and he wanted our meeting to be a happy one. I told him I was very happy he wrote about my friend, and I told him how much his friendship meant to me. I never once said to him, “Dude, you’re my favorite drummer.” I didn’t have to. When we left him to

Doane Perry

I can’t think of a drummer that had a bigger influence on me than Neil Peart. As a kid I was fascinated by his equipment and setup onstage. Of course my first drumset had to be red as well; that was the color that Neil’s drums were. I strived to make my kit bigger and bigger, until I actually had to routinely schlepp my drums to rehearsals and shows. At that point my kit got smaller and smaller.

If I think about the thing that I learned the most from Neil, it was that the drums were a compositional element. The drum part mattered as much as any of the other instruments. But it didn’t hold that weight automatically; you had to make it count. There was a heavy responsibility on the player to hear that call and then meet the challenge of making your part worthy of the music you were contributing to. Neil reminded us that we are not the “time keepers,” we are songwriters. We just happen to be sitting back, behind the drums, when we compose.

Chris Prescott (Pinback)
do his warm-ups, I thanked him as usual, went to shake his hand, and then he brought me in for the “Bubba hug.”

The last time I spoke with him was over the summer. Michael (Neil’s longtime right hand man) had called me to ask a few questions about something, and I said, “Hey, is Bubba with you?” and he goes, “Yeah. he’s in the other room.” I just told him, “Give him a hug for me.” A few minutes later the text “big hug back” came in. That’s how I want to remember my hero—not because he was one of the greatest ever to pick up sticks, but because he was a genuine, awesome guy.

Jason Bittner (Overkill, Shadows Fall)

A good friend in high school named Mark Casey once gifted me every Rush album (on vinyl) from Rush to A Show of Hands. That’s fifteen records! At the time, Mark and I were in a punk-rock band together, but he said, “I see that you’re getting serious about the drums. Check this guy out!” The songs were fascinatingly long, and complex, with multiple time signatures. But still, everything made sense. Neil Peart’s drum parts were remarkably well thought out. The sounds were crisp. The patterns were super creative. Then I got a chance to see the band live on the Presto tour. Neil pulled off every single note without a hiccup. And as I looked around, I found myself sitting in an arena filled with fans air-drumming all the signature fills, accents, and breaks.

Shall we take a moment to talk about Neil’s lyric writing? Unique and intelligent! For a teenage listener trying to find his or her way in life, “Subdivisions,” “Freewill,” and “The Spirit of Radio” were such thoughtful masterpieces.

Although Neil and I endorsed many of the same drum/cymbal/head companies, I regretfully never got to know him. I always felt an urge to respect his privacy, which I was told was an essential part of him. But from what I’ve been told by close colleagues, Neil was one of the kindest, most humble people in our drumming community. He was also a total legend. While we strive to make ripples in the world of music, Neil Peart was a massive shockwave. Thank you for everything, Neil.

Brendan Buckley (Shakira, Perry Farrell, Tegan & Sara)

There are two events in my life that led me to choose drumming as a career. First, seeing Gregg Bissonette give a drum clinic in January of 1989, and second, seeing Rush on the Presto tour on June 22, 1990. I will never
Neil changed the world of drumming forever. What an amazing player; what a fantastic band. He was a good friend and an incredible man. We used to play double drums at my house, and I remember asking him one day, “What do you feel like jammin’ on today?” He replied, “Can we just focus on playing in 3/4?” So, we played tunes that were jazz waltzes in all the tempos we could think of, and we traded and had a blast expanding vocabulary in 3/4. He was always wanting to push himself and further his knowledge…he had such a strong passion for playing drums. Even though he had never met my dad, Bud Bissonette, Neil showed up at his memorial service because he knew we had such a close father/son relationship. That always meant the world to me. That’s the kind of guy Neil was. Neil was a wonderful human.

Gregg Bissonette  
(Ringo Starr & His All-Starr Band)

I did not anticipate the depth with which the news of Neil Peart’s passing would affect me so profoundly. I met Neil in 1985, when the Steve Morse Band was invited to tour with Rush during the band’s Power Windows tour.

Throughout my life, I have met quite a few incredibly talented individuals. However, Neil—his musical prowess being a given—was of a different ilk; a breed of human being whose talents, skills, abilities, and passions spanned a vast and varied spectrum that at times, to me, appeared beyond comprehension. Drummer, lyricist, author, philosopher, bicyclist, motorcyclist, cross-country skier, sailor, mountain climber were all part of his mantra of living life to its fullest. To choose just one of these endeavors, Neil didn’t just hop on his bicycle for a thirty-minute cardio workout; on the ‘85/’86 Power Windows tour, if the next gig was within 150 miles, he would wake up at the crack of dawn and ride his bicycle for upwards of eight hours. And on a three-week break in the tour, he flew halfway around the world to ride his bike through remote parts of China for three weeks, only to return home to create one of his first literary works, chronicling this life-changing journey.

Neil Peart should be an inspiration to us all, constantly reminding us just how precious life is, and how limitless the number of incredible experiences and challenges await us if we so choose. To know him only as the drummer and lyricist of Rush—an amazing accomplishment in and of itself—is to barely scratch the surface of this brilliant, driven, curious, multifaceted, genuine man. I am forever thankful for having had the opportunity to know Neil and to be eternally inspired by his passion and zest for life.

Rod Morgenstein  
(Winger, Dixie Dregs)

I heard 2112 or All the World’s a Stage at a friend’s house, in his basement, and I was immediately drawn to his turntable. I remember sticking my head between the speakers and being transformed to this totally different place of drumming, of music—just a different musical landscape. At the time, I was playing in bands and taking drum lessons, and at the school that I was in they would put together different bands, and I was in a band with these teenage kids, playing Ventures and Beatles covers, nothing too challenging. But as I discovered different drumming and styles, I immediately adapted to that way. So when Neil entered my life, I started what I would call my drumming vocabulary. It expanded because of him. Things that I would call drum hooks…when Neil played “The Spirit of Radio,” I remember listening to the beginning section and how he and Geddy entered the song, and thought it was the greatest thing I’d ever

Ryan Brown (Dweezil Zappa)

I became completely obsessed with Rush, learning every note of every tape, wallpapering my room with posters, getting all of the tour books, pins, and patches, constantly writing down all of the albums in chronological order anywhere I could—usually on friends’ notebooks. To me there is absolutely nothing in the world like seeing them live. (I got into Frank Zappa around the same time, but sadly, was never able to see him live.) I was lucky enough to see Rush live twenty-four times, and each one was a truly magical experience. I get goosebumps even thinking about going to see them.

Like so many others, Neil’s influence runs deep to the core of who I am. I would not have become a professional musician if it were not for Neil’s profound influence on me. Which means I would not have met my wife, possibly not become a father, and probably not live in Los Angeles. My life revolved around Rush and Frank. RIP, Neil, and my deepest condolences to his family and friends.

University, where I studied music. Which means I would not have met my wife, possibly not become a father, and probably not live in Los Angeles. My life revolved around Rush and Frank. Which means I would not have gone to Indiana for Neil’s profound influence on me. Which become a professional musician if it were not deep thinking about going to see them. Truly magical experience. I get goosebumps even Rush live twenty-four times, and each one was a able to see him live.) I was lucky enough to see Zappa around the same time, but sadly, was never the world like seeing them live. (I got into Frank note books, pins, and patches, constantly writing order anywhere I could—usually on friends’ notebooks. To me there is absolutely nothing in the world like seeing them live. (I got into Frank Zappa around the same time, but sadly, was never able to see him live.) I was lucky enough to see Rush live twenty-four times, and each one was a truly magical experience. I get goosebumps even thinking about going to see them.

Like so many others, Neil’s influence runs deep to the core of who I am. I would not have become a professional musician if it were not for Neil’s profound influence on me. Which means I would not have gone to Indiana for Neil’s profound influence on me. That’s the kind of guy Neil was. Neil was a wonderful human.

Gregg Bissonette  
(Ringo Starr & His All-Starr Band)

I did not anticipate the depth with which the news of Neil Peart’s passing would affect me so profoundly. I met Neil in 1985, when the Steve Morse Band was invited to tour with Rush during the band’s Power Windows tour.

Throughout my life, I have met quite a few incredibly talented individuals. However, Neil—his musical prowess being a given—was of a different ilk; a breed of human being whose talents, skills, abilities, and passions spanned a vast and varied spectrum that at times, to me, appeared beyond comprehension. Drummer, lyricist, author, philosopher, bicyclist, motorcyclist, cross-country skier, sailor, mountain climber were all part of his mantra of living life to its fullest. To choose just one of these endeavors, Neil didn’t just hop on his bicycle for a thirty-minute cardio workout; on the ‘85/’86 Power Windows tour, if the next gig was within 150 miles, he would wake up at the crack of dawn and ride his bicycle for upwards of eight hours. And on a three-week break in the tour, he flew halfway around the world to ride his bike through remote parts of China for three weeks, only to return home to create one of his first literary works, chronicling this life-changing journey.

Neil Peart should be an inspiration to us all, constantly reminding us just how precious life is, and how limitless the number of incredible experiences and challenges await us if we so choose. To know him only as the drummer and lyricist of Rush—an amazing accomplishment in and of itself—is to barely scratch the surface of this brilliant, driven, curious, multifaceted, genuine man. I am forever thankful for having had the opportunity to know Neil and to be eternally inspired by his passion and zest for life.

Rod Morgenstein  
(Winger, Dixie Dregs)

I heard 2112 or All the World’s a Stage at a friend’s house, in his basement, and I was immediately drawn to his turntable. I remember sticking my head between the speakers and being transformed to this totally different place of drumming, of music—just a different musical landscape. At the time, I was playing in bands and taking drum lessons, and at the school that I was in they would put together different bands, and I was in a band with these teenage kids, playing Ventures and Beatles covers, nothing too challenging. But as I discovered different drumming and styles, I immediately adapted to that way. So when Neil entered my life, I started what I would call my drumming vocabulary. It expanded because of him. Things that I would call drum hooks...when Neil played “The Spirit of Radio,” I remember listening to the beginning section and how he and Geddy entered the song, and thought it was the greatest thing I’d ever
heard. This was drumming that I'd never heard before. And for me, on every Rush album he totally took it up again. Take a song like “Freebird” [from Permanent Waves]. Man, the drumming on that, it's just beautiful the way he approaches it. Each verse, each chorus, he totally mapped it out for the drummer listening. And then you take the next album, which was Moving Pictures, where he totally stepped it up again, and probably created air drumming on that record with “Tom Sawyer.” When that fill comes, it's like, What the hell? And he sticks in this cymbal crash in between the tom fill that was just totally unexpected. It's just beautiful. To this day I'm still inspired by Neil, by Rush. His passing hit me the hardest. He is, to me, the greatest.

**Charlie Benante** (Anthrax)

In 1993 Neil Peart called me to play on Burning for Buddy, an album and video project he produced that was a tribute to Buddy Rich. We had both played with the Buddy Rich Big Band in 1991 at a concert in New York City. It is well documented how Neil decided setting the bar incredibly high. Many of us became inspired to improve our drumming so much that I was first to meet Neil. Shortly after, I introduced them to each other, and they hit it off famously. Neil took his lessons with Freddie very seriously, and he and Freddie became fast friends.

I saw Rush live a number of times and was always blown away by the band, the music, the presentation, and Neil’s creative and compositional drumming. When Neil retired the presentation, and Neil’s creative and introspective side of his personality when writing his fantastic lyrics. He also expressed himself through his percussion in the form of the drums, and his lyrics were always a reflection of his thoughts and feelings. Neil’s friends, like Freddie, Terry Bozio, Don Lombardi, and others, that he was, with all his success and status, a completely humble and sweet guy who loved everybody and had so much respect and love for music and musicians of every style. I will always wish that the timing had worked out, because I am sure it would have been a time I would have always remembered.

Much love, Neil.

**Gerry Gibbs**

I bought Moving Pictures in 1980, after hearing “Limelight” on the radio. Neil’s entrance to this song alone was worth the price of the record. The songs were like no other rock songs that I'd heard. The clean, fast sound of the recording was as appealing as the songs themselves. And Neil’s playing was infused with an intoxicating combination of sophistication, impeccable execution, and a decided rockin' feel. Neil Peart and Rush changed rock music forever. No band that I know of, before or since, has created such sophisticated and literary yet visceral and anthemic rock music.

**Dave DiCenso** (independent, Josh Groban)

Neil Peart was to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation what Charlie Benante is to my generation. We were inspired by him, and he inspired us to push the limits of our creativity, to not settle for average. Neil was our inspiration. He was my very first inspiration, the type of inspiration that makes a fifteen-year-old kid in Brazil who just listened to Moving Pictures for the very first time go crazy imagining what can be done on this incredible instrument we are lucky to play. So many musicians nowadays have him to thank for.

Neil also gifted us with a different, fascinating side of his personality when writing lyrics for Rush, and in his books, where we get a view into his motorcycle adventures. If that weren’t enough, one can also draw endless inspiration from his resilient personality while easily go down as one of the greats, even if he never touched a stick again. He later took lessons with Peter Erskine. As an educator, what a wonderful thing for me to present this to students as inspiration. Never stop growing.

Much has been made about his privacy over the years. I never considered that as something negative. I feel it helped to provide much introspection and contemplation that led to his fantastic lyrics. He also expressed himself vehemently in his books.

I had the opportunity to sit behind his kit during the Snakes and Arrows tour. A buddy of mine was good friends with Rush's monitor engineer, and we were there for soundcheck, etc. There's a scene in the movie *Field of Dreams* where James Earl Jones has the opportunity to go into the field where all of the baseball players came from. He first approaches the field with giddy hesitancy because it’s a sacred place. That’s how I felt when climbing into Neil’s space. I never felt that way sitting behind anyone else's drumset. There was mystery, greatness, history—just like him.

Resilient. Craftsman. Renaissance man. Macallan. Author. Father. These are some of the ways I will remember him. RIP, Professor. **Jeremy Hummel** (Into the Spin, DrumTip)

Like so many other preteen, misfit drummers “living on the fringes of the city” during the 1970s and ’80s, I idolized Neil Peart. Every other kid like me felt the same way, and we constantly compared notes: “Can you play ‘Tom Sawyer’ yet?” …etc. Which is your favorite Neil solo, ‘Working Man’ or ‘YYZ’? …etc.

But he meant so much more than that in retrospect. Our fascination with Rush music and Neil’s unique drumming kept us out of trouble and focused on emulating him in every way, trying to nail his fills, and even analyzing his lyrics. He brought so much joy, diligence, ambition, motivation, and musical/rythmic curiosity to young, aspiring drummers. When I think about it now, copying his parts perfectly was never the most important, impossible goal that I made it out to be then. The process of trying sparked my own ideas and was of even greater value. I became my own drummer while trying to become him!

I know I’m not alone with that sentiment, and that’s a beautiful legacy. Rest in peace, Master Neil.

**Bob D’Amico** (Sebadoh, the Fiery Furnaces)
going through some of life’s most traumatic moments, such as the loss of a wife and daughter.

I perfectly remember being in the first row at Maracanã Stadium in Rio de Janeiro, watching their Rush in Rio performance in the early 2000s. That moment marked me forever, and I never looked back. A few years later, I made a move to the U.S. to pursue music full time, a lot of it fueled by Neil and how humble and hardworking he was. Thank you, Neil, for all that you did. Heaven is much richer now. Rest in peace.

**Bruno Esrubilsky** (Mitski, independent)

What can I say about Neil Peart’s drumming that hasn’t been said yet? A groundbreaking, massively influential, outstanding, virtuosic, contemporary, inspirational prog-rock master at the top of his world! No question, and maximum respect for that—but to me personally he was much more than that. Any time I’ve listened to his interviews, that incredibly intelligent, reserved appearance, the choice of words, the kindness, modesty, message, humorous storytelling, and kind personality mesmerized me. He made me feel proud to be a drummer! Through my super-intelligent late father—who was a lawyer—I’ve always been a great fan of literature, and Neil, as the lyricist of Rush, has truly been the master of words as well as the drums—my two favorite things on planet Earth!

The other thing that greatly resonated with me over twenty years ago was the fact that someone of his caliber, career, fortune, and reputation started taking drum lessons from drum guru Freddie Gruber in L.A. This kind of respect, “eagerness to learn” attitude, hunger for knowledge, modesty, and dedication to the art form of drumming during his formative years (limited in the sense that he began working well before he’d had an opportunity to do something like study at a conservatory…then again, how many rock drummers study at a conservatory? Quiet down and that will be enough from you for now, Mr. Aronoff!) did not provide him with the same set of tools that his drumming heroes Gene Krupa and Buddy Rich enjoyed. As I understood it, Neil was self-taught for the most part, and he did not spend much time in the jazz universe.

Neil’s homework consisted primarily of listening to recordings I had chosen for him and then practicing the hi-hat. As he was getting ready to go out on tour with Rush, I asked him what his backstage warm-up set consisted of: Was it an entire drumset? (“Yes.”) A big drumset? (“Yes.”) “Well,” I said, “your crew’s gonna love me…I’m suggesting that you get rid of all of that and just have a drum throne and a hi-hat so you can really focus on this. Okay, a practice pad, too.” “I’m not sure that he followed my advice on that, but he did spend a lot of time working on his hi-hat technique…not for anything fancy, just to get better-acquainted with the art and feel of opening the hat a bit just before the swung 8th note would be played. His years of not playing jazz pretty much solidified his habit of opening up the hat for beats 1 and 3, a kind of binary rock thing, I guess. To be honest, I am not certain that Neil ever fully “got” the jazz hi-hat thing. What he got, I hope, was the confidence to go out there and have fun playing it. Note: the trial by fire of playing a Buddy Rich chart can be anything but fun. Now, maybe I’m a lousy teacher. But I do know that these lessons (which touched on things other than/in addition to the hi-hat) did manage to open him up to being more in the moment with his drumming. He told me so, and I believe him.

We wrote to each other in bursts of inspired communication, always followed by silence. I so enjoyed our correspondence. I don’t want to betray anything that he confided or wrote to me, but the following will reflect the genial tone of our missives to one another:
Neil viewed the drums as much more than an instrument. He had a dream kit, a setup that blew everyone’s mind. That’s where I’d say the term “office” was derived. His methodology of drumming was conversational rather than a monologue. He engaged his audience and gave them an experience. By himself he was a complete band; however, this does not take away from the fact that he complements the band immaculately and his fellow musicians are just as present. He took the risk of reinventing himself after thirty years, when many would have gotten complacent. It was an indication that no matter your level, you should never stop learning, and that there are endless opportunities to become a better you.

Certainly he has impacted the lives of drummers with confidence around the kit. Additionally as drummers we are not shadows; we represent the backbone. Another lesson is that there is an area for all, from the simplest of drummers to the “beasts.”

Neil, I will continue to engage my audience and value them for turning up for the experience. I will not be confined by the rules but rather think out of the proverbial box. I will continue to reinvent myself. Thanks for sharing your gift with the world. You have certainly left an indelible mark.

Neil, I will continue to engage my audience and value them for turning up for the experience. I will not be confined by the rules but rather think out of the proverbial box. I will continue to reinvent myself. Thanks for sharing your gift with the world. You have certainly left an indelible mark.

**Gabor “Gabs” Dornyei** (independent)

As an exponent of reggae music, I have always been paying close attention to the pioneers of the genre. However, after in-depth research, Neil Peart made me realize that I had to think out of the box, and that there is much more to learn. His approach was not just a mere, “set up, play for a few hours, get paid, leave, and repeat the routine tomorrow.” No! It was in fact a lifestyle for him.

Neil enjoyed great fame and adulation. He has certainly left an indelible mark. His death came far too soon. His work and value will live on.

**Andrew MacNaughtan**

I replied:

You’re a good man, Neil.

Thank you for that Autumn Serenade.

---

November 5, 2009, 3:43 A.M.

**Hello Peter,**

I hope all’s well with you and Mutsy.

I have just posted a new story on neilpeart.net with some thoughts on drumming I hope you might appreciate.

**Hope to see you sometime soon!**

---

**NEP**

The link to the piece is not active now, but I recall that he recounted our lessons in some detail and was very generous with his kind mention and praise of me. It was titled “Autumn Serenade.”

I replied:

You’re a good man, Neil.

Thank you for that Autumn Serenade.

(in return, a haiku for you, being sent from the delightful city of Helsinki)

Went for a walk here.
The calendar says Autumn.
My ears say “Winter.”

**Peter**

Much has and will be written about Neil. Many drummers will talk about the influence he had upon their drumming. Neil had a very big influence on me, but it was not so much related to my drumming. It was more of a life thing. I’m improvising here, kindly bear with me….

Neil enjoyed great fame and adulation. He worked tremendously hard to achieve all of that. Neil revelled in the work process and did not take a moment of it for granted. How many of us can play an extended solo piece—in the midst of a mind-bendingly complex series of songs where intricacies abound, most of them at full throttle—and not only hold the attention of a stadium full of people but thrill them as well? I know that I can’t. Yet, he filled his days with the reading of books and devouring thousands of miles on the open road with his motorcycle. I guess that, in the process of testing himself, he wanted to learn how much a man can explore and endure. He experienced and he lived life, and he knew that the only meaningful way to do that was to do it. To put in the work. To set out.

And, thanks to meeting him, he indirectly encouraged me to emulate his fearlessness of experience. For me, it was with a word processor and a camera, not a hi-hat or a Harley-Davidson. He encouraged me to express myself on the page. I’m enjoying the journey. I wrote a book (No Beethoven), and he penned a gracious quote for the back of the book. Thanks for that and more, Neil.

As you might imagine, I think of him often. His death came far too soon. His work and his inspiration will live on.

**Peter Erskine**
Freddie Gruber. This showed that everyone, even the greats, can continue to study and learn new things—a lesson in humility from one who never left the top.

All virtuous drummers, at some point in their careers, were influenced by Neil Peart. My own groove construction was based on Neil Peart’s style. The best example of that is my “PsychOctopus” drum solo. Immortalized on the 2011 *Modern Drummer* Festival DVD, it was totally inspired by Neil’s solo “The Rhythm Method,” from the album *A Show of Hands*. I have always made a point of making this clear to everyone who listened, and if this solo becomes a classic within my own repertoire, I am forever grateful to the peerless Neil Peart for the inspiration.

Aquiles Priester (Tony MacAlpine, W.A.S.P.)

Though I’d heard Rush on my local rock stations, I became convinced of the band’s brilliance after the release of their *Permanent Waves* album. I couldn’t put this record to the side, captivated from beginning to end by the production, mix, songs, solos, individual parts, and especially the drums. The release of their follow-up record, *Moving Pictures*, solidified the band’s stamp on my musical consciousness and vocabulary. Only in my early teens at this time, I’d question myself in my approach to all things drumming based on Neil Peart’s recordings and interviews.

I had always wondered how Neil got that hi-hat tone, crispness, and explosiveness. Well, in a *Modern Drummer* interview in the early ’80s he mentioned what he used: a 13” *Zildjian* Quick Beat top and a 13” *New Beat* bottom. I got that combo the first chance I got. He mentioned his stick choice in an interview as well, Promark 747s. The same pair of sticks my father put in my hands when I began drumming. I silently felt proud that Neil preferred this stick, too. I would also later have a similar feeling about us both being DW artists.

Other things that drew me into his playing: His ride work. That playing up on the bell reminded me of the patterns Lloyd Knibb would play with the Skatalites, but applying it to some banging out and sophisticated rock music. And it was clean, articulate, and purposefully placed, like everything else he did.

He’d squeeze in full-on jazz chops in a way that was unlike anyone else at the time. He also sent me on a mission with classical/drum corps style snare work that was well constructed and executed.

Some of the funkiest drummers I know went in on “Tom Sawyer” because the groove was undeniable. “YYZ” was on everybody’s list, too. His fills were so tasty that everybody had to learn them all, along with their sequence. The way he’d play odd time signatures gave me grief, but he made them feel as normal as 4/4.

The fact that he also played the marimba, bells, and other percussion but also wrote mind-expanding lyrics blew my mind.

My brother Norwood Fisher (bassist), Kendall Jones (original guitar player for
Fishbone, and I even started our own progressive-rock band. We were super influenced by Rush, and I got to try all of that “what would Neil do?” stuff. Those four-stroke rolls are still one of my go-to licks, among other great things I got from listening so attentively to the work of the great Neil Peart.

Highlight: Standing behind him off stage but with a clear view at a festival in Canada. Educational to say the least. Truly, Phillip Fisher (Fishbone)

I’ve long thought that Neil Peart was the Escoffier of the drums. One of the most famous chefs of all time, Auguste Escoffier’s approach to French haute cuisine was shaped by his time spent in the military. In Escoffier’s “brigade de cuisine” approach, every member of the kitchen staff had a highly curated role and was expected to execute their contribution to each dish with militaristic precision. As a result, when we dine at a high-caliber restaurant in 2020, dishes arrive with consistency and precision, crafted thoughtfully, executed with impeccably high standards.

So too with Neil’s drumming. Those larger-than-life, highly air-drummable fills at the end of the guitar solo of “Tom Sawyer”? He played them in London in 1983 exactly the same way that he played them in Concord, New Hampshire, in 1990. That syncopated 16th-note ride cymbal pattern in “Red Barchetta”? Same in Flagstaff Arizona, in 1987 as in Brazil in 2002. The intro fill in “Limelight” after Alex Lifeson’s opening guitar arpeggio? Same in...okay, you get the point.


Neil compared the physicality of drumming to that of an athlete. I think the best athletes are students of the game—constantly observing details and subtleties in order to continue to grow, excel, and stand above the rest. As a drummer and former athlete, I consider Neil a superior student of the game. He pulled inspiration from those musicians he admired and took ideas and execution to levels most of us only dream of achieving. Supremely technical, musical, and creative, his mark on the community is immeasurable. Dena Tauriello (independent, Broadway’s Little Shop of Horrors)

Neil showed us how to make the drums work on every level. His tweaking of sounds, toms, and combining the pads with the drumheads and forming a unique style—he kept always changing with time and being the best drummer he could be at each moment. Today we study his recordings, we watch his videos, and we still learn with every lesson he left behind. To that you add his skills as a writer, and you get a master at his craft. We drummers now are left with this huge library of ideas, styles, and motivation from one of the greats. Frank Amente (iLe, Baterisma, Calle 13)

In 1986, someone played me Neil Peart’s legendary drum solo on Exit…Stage Left. I was instantly captivated by the energy, musicality, sound, and technique I heard in that solo, and it helped set me on my lifelong drumming journey. I spent much of my time from the age of twelve to seventeen listening to Rush and learning to play Neil’s drum parts. This turned out to be a fruitful course of study, helping me in particular to develop a strong sense of four-limb independence, which continues to serve me well as a jazz drummer.

I saw Rush live thirty-three times between 1987 and their final tour in 2015. In concert, Neil had a nearly unparalleled ability to not only play all of his carefully composed parts accurately, but with incredible clarity and projection—every note was crystal clear, even at the back of a giant arena.

I continue to listen to Rush regularly to this day, and I’m always discovering new things in their music. Although I make my living playing music quite different from Rush’s, Neil Peart remains my biggest influence and favorite drummer—my number one. Thank you, Neil.

Paul Wells (Curtis Stigers, Vince Giordano)

There’s something about Rush that drummers tend to gravitate towards. For me it was a way to test and expand my own skills against one of the greats. At some point my taste in music changed considerably, but I was always drawn back to listen to Neil’s remarkable drumming. Precise, well-considered, and executed with ferocious intensity, which is clearly a mirror of the kind of person he was. Thank you, Neil.

Kevin March (Guided by Voices)

Neil Peart was a force on the drumkit. As a kid growing up in Baltimore, Rush was played faithfully on the local hard-rock radio station. How did he play like that? I still don’t know the answer, but it certainly sounds cool.

Tim Kuhl (solo artist, Margaret Glaspy)

Ritualistically playing through Moving Pictures as an eleven-year-old boy introduced me to the musical excitement I’d chase for the rest of my life. Neil invented me. Hitting the last third of “Red Barchetta,” feeling like I was in a speeding car, seeing the landscape rush by, it converted me—made me want to be a musician. Thanks, Neil! Much love to you on your way.

Matt Johnson (Jade Bird, St. Vincent, Rufus Wainwright)

Neil Peart was such a monumental figure. His knowledge of the instrument was invaluable, and his willingness to share spoke greatly of the kind of individual he was. He will live forever through his musical contributions.

Chaun Horton (Alice Smith/Nate Mercereau)
Remembering Neil

I grew up playing jazz music around my grandfather. At the age of ten, I was introduced to Rush. Neil’s drumming captivated me. I didn’t realize it at the time, but Neil was the bridge for me between rock drumming and fusion/jazz, where drums are more deeply involved in the song presentation. Many aspects of Neil’s playing permeated my musical development: his creation of “contra” melodic ride crown patterns made a second melody to the music; the use of orchestra and electronic tones added to the kit; and Neil’s use of crashes in the middle of tom fills. He used these stabbing kick/cymbal punches in a new and deliberate way. After many years of playing, I can still hear where his influence showed up in a way that makes me think about the composition with more reverence. His poetic and lyrical mastery played a huge role in his drumming, connecting drumming with the composition, similar to how jazz drumming uses melody parts. I barely knew the lyrics to the songs I was playing with bands, while Neil was writing all of his!

I met Neil through Freddie Gruber. We were studying with him at the same time. He was a man of precision and diligence, in everything he did. Rush’s shows were displays of how to deliver joy. Thank you, King Neil. Your compositions, lyrics, discipline, and curiosity will forever inspire my drumming, writing, and productions.

Tom Sawyer was just a book by Mark Twain until Neil Peart got ahold of it. I was in college when Moving Pictures dropped, and after that, in a way, Rush was over for me. I so loved that album. They trimmed their excess, crafting some amazingly memorable songs complete with all the energy and element of surprise that made them Rush. I also distinctly remember the presence of the instruments on that LP. It introduced a new level of high-fidelity to our stereo systems and our ears. It was like being in the room with the band! For me it was their apex. I caught the Moving Pictures tour and was swept into the tribal joy of air-drumming along with Neil Peart in an arena full of the devoted. Big fun!

I think Neil was the harbinger of a new breed of rock drummers not directly influenced by jazz/swing-based music, as were the first generations of rock drummers from the 1950s and 1960s. Besides the jazz/rock fusion of Billy Cobham’s work with the Mahavishnu Orchestra, which was undeniably influential in fueling Neil’s imagination, jazz was not originally a component of his approach. But, from a different direction, his approach to drumming was as forward thinking as Max Roach’s was—putting the drums out front and adding to the vocabulary of the multipercussion kit. He was able, in the space of the trio setting Rush employed, to create compositional parts beyond beats and—like Elvin did improvisationally with Coltrane—made the drums an equal voice in the music. And, like Buddy Rich, Neil too greatly inspired generations of drummers with his mindful, whirlwind approach to drumming. I couldn’t help but notice that Neil passed on January 10, the same day Max Roach was born in 1924. Coincidence? Each possessed formidable imagination, leaving an indelible mark on our instrument and music as a whole. Let’s make it a celebration day.

David Stanoch
(David Stanoch School of Drumming, Percussive Notes)

It’s no secret that Neil Peart is one of the most influential drummers and lyricists of all time. You cannot listen to a Rush song and not break a sweat air-drumming to his perfectly calculated parts.

Neil made lead singers want to be drummers, made guitarists want to trade picks for sticks, and inspired everyone to learn his beats note for note. He elevated the game to make drummers strive to get better and be more creative behind the kit. He showed us all how to step outside the box and make the most complicated licks seem so musical and perfect—you can’t imagine them played any other way.

We’ve lost a legend, an innovator, a hero, and an icon. His imagination and creativity brought out the drummer in all of us. Neil’s musicianship will continue to inspire generations to come, and his legacy will be untouchable for the rest of time. RIP Neil Peart

Tucker Rule
(Thursday, Frank Iero and the Future Violents)

Air-drumming to “Subdivisions” as I type... the first time I read about Neil Peart was in an interview with hero Brad Wilk from the November 1996 issue of Modern Drummer—the year I started playing. Peart’s drumming blew me away, with equal parts precision, power, fearlessness, and finesse, and it still had room to deliver joy. Thank you, King Neil. Your compositions, lyrics, discipline, and curiosity will forever inspire my drumming, writing, and productions.

Elliot Jacobson
(Ingrid Michaelson, Elle King, sessions)

My drumming path was forever changed after hearing my first Rush song—“Tom Sawyer,” naturally. That inherent eight-bar drum break is practically a right of passage for a drummer to learn. This was also probably the first time I ever tried to play an odd meter. I was hooked and went out and accrued every album (on cassette or vinyl) I could find. Moreover, my mind was blown when I found out that the drummer wrote all the lyrics. I remember going as far as to pick up a copy of Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead because Peart...
attributed some of his lyrical content to her philosophical ideas. 

The first time I saw Rush play, I couldn’t believe that every person as far as I could see was air-drumming along the entire night. Neil’s drum parts were always creative, memorable, and melodic. He was always pushing the envelope, from augmenting the timbres of his kit with tubular bells, crotale, woodblocks, and a glockenspiel, to adding a full electronic kit, which would sometimes rotate mid-song at a live show. After an already successful thirty-year career, Neil completely changed the way he physically and mentally approached the drums after taking lessons with Freddie Gruber. His constant search for knowledge, experience, and growth was quite inspiring.

Thank you, Neil.

Joe Tomino (Dub Trio, Birth, Yellowstone Apocalypse)

Sometimes you don’t choose your influences. Sometimes they choose you. When I was younger, I would name Billy Cobham, Terry Bozzio, Art Blakey, Buddy Rich, and maybe Tony Williams as my influences, but as an autodidact, I could only pretend to play like them. I almost never cited Neil, even though if I were to be honest with myself, I probably sounded more like him than the other gentlemen. The fact is, for what I was doing at the time, my playing was probably far more informed by Neil than any of my proclaimed heroes. I never met any of my heroes, and I cherish those experiences, but there is something to be said about maintaining a hero.

To have not known the band at the time, Neil will always be the man before the band. Alone he defined and continues to define the drummer’s role. His outreach, as described above, is second to none and indefinable. In many ways he challenged me, and in many ways he showed me how.

Thank you, Neil.

Chris Adler

I was just a wee one when I first heard of Neil Peart. I didn’t know up or down regarding music, but what stands out to me now is that I knew of him before I knew of Rush.

While I fialed around trying to be the next Tony Hawk, I had some friends come by with tapes to put in the boom box. At the same time a kid down the road that did the BMX thing, not the skating thing, got a sweet drumkit from his folks. He was hell bent on learning everything Rush.

“Dude…like…seriously, dude…you gotta check this out.”

I didn’t start out wanting to play drums. I wanted to play guitar like Dave Mustaine: off the rails and seemingly seconds from death. At the time good music elicited flight or fight. Kill or be killed. Rush didn’t quite fit in, but Neil did. Details sketch a quick picture, but Neil did not.

What the hell are they talking about in their songs? Temples?

That was a bit odd to my skater brain, but it was—and is, and will always be—absolutely impossible to not appreciate the musicianship on all parts.

I never had the pleasure of meeting Neil, and to some extent I’m glad I didn’t. I’ve met many of my heroes, and I cherish those experiences, but there is something to be said about maintaining a hero.

To have not known the band at the time, Neil will always be the man before the band. 

No, I was not prepared for this. Instead, I had to put the news to put in the boom box. At the same time I was there to see and hear something exceptional.

I remember conversing with Greg Ginn from Black Flag back in the day about Neil. We both dug how he played a terrific chunky groove and gave each note its full value.

I felt for Neil as he dealt with a great deal of adversity and tragedy later in his life. It really hit home for me when his health issues became public. I was not prepared for any of this, and now I feel a very big void in my heart. Rest in peace, I was not prepared for this. Not for how Neil was gone, but not really. His influence spreads far and wide as the Ghost Rider lives on in the hearts and minds of drummers and air-drummers now and well into the future. RIP, buddy. Thanks for endless inspiration.

Pat Mastelotto (King Crimson, ORK, Stick Men)

Neil was the finest-tuned human being on earth and vibrated at a higher level than us mortals. Perfect drum parts with ever-evolving musical patterns. His lyrics were thoughtful and danced with the phrasing of a hand percussionist. Fitting altogether like an MC Escher mystifying masterpiece. Albert Einstein + Bruce Lee + Shakespeare = Neil Peart.

We miss you.

Stephen Perkins

Although I was shocked and deeply saddened to hear of Neil’s passing, it was also truly heartening to see the immense impact he had on so many musicians and listeners. The things he did for drumming, for the drumming community, and for the style of music he was known for, were invaluable lifelong contributions that helped advance an art form we all love, and that’s the kind of legacy only a select group of musicians ever attain.

Paul Wertico (Wertico, Cain and Gray, educator, author)

Neil was a generational talent. He was my Buddy Rich. A legend. He influenced the world of music, not just one genre. To say he’s left a lasting legacy is a huge understatement.

Keio Stroud (Big and Rich, Nashville sessions)

Not only was Neil Peart your favorite drummer’s favorite drummer, but he was the favorite drummer of your mechanic, math teacher, and uncle. He elevated the role of the drummer far beyond being just a time keeper.

Gunnar Olsen (Bruce Springsteen, Mother Feather, Big Data)

Drummer. Sometimes you don’t choose your influences. Sometimes they choose you. When I was younger, I would name Billy Cobham, Terry Bozzio, Art Blakey, Buddy Rich, and maybe Tony Williams as my influences, but as an autodidact, I could only pretend to play like them. I almost never cited Neil, even though if I were to be honest with myself, I probably sounded more like him than the other gentlemen.

The fact is, for what I was doing at the time, my playing was probably far more informed by Neil than any of my proclaimed heroes. I never met any of my heroes, and I cherish those experiences, but there is something to be said about maintaining a hero.

To have not known the band at the time, Neil will always be the man before the band.

No, I was not prepared for this. Instead, I had to put the news to put in the boom box. At the same time I was there to see and hear something exceptional.

I remember conversing with Greg Ginn from Black Flag back in the day about Neil. We both dug how he played a terrific chunky groove and gave each note its full value.

I felt for Neil as he dealt with a great deal of adversity and tragedy later in his life. It really hit home for me when his health issues became public. I was not prepared for any of this, and now I feel a very big void in my heart. Rest in peace, Neil.

Thank you, Neil.

Chris Adler

I was just a wee one when I first heard of Neil Peart. I didn’t know up or down regarding music, but what stands out to me now is that I knew of him before I knew of Rush.

While I fialed around trying to be the next Tony Hawk, I had some friends come by with tapes to put in the boom box. At the same time a kid down the road that did the BMX thing, not the skating thing, got a sweet drumkit from his folks. He was hell bent on learning everything Rush.

“Dude…like…seriously, dude…you gotta check this out.”

I didn’t start out wanting to play drums. I wanted to play guitar like Dave Mustaine: off the rails and seemingly seconds from death. At the time good music elicited flight or fight. Kill or be killed. Rush didn’t quite fit in, but Neil did. Details sketch a quick picture, but Neil did not.

What the hell are they talking about in their songs? Temples?

That was a bit odd to my skater brain, but it was—and is, and will always be—absolutely impossible to not appreciate the musicianship on all parts.

I never had the pleasure of meeting Neil, and to some extent I’m glad I didn’t. I’ve met many of my heroes, and I cherish those experiences, but there is something to be said about maintaining a hero.

To have not known the band at the time, Neil will always be the man before the band.

No, I was not prepared for this. Instead, I had to put the news to put in the boom box. At the same time I was there to see and hear something exceptional.

I remember conversing with Greg Ginn from Black Flag back in the day about Neil. We both dug how he played a terrific chunky groove and gave each note its full value.

I felt for Neil as he dealt with a great deal of adversity and tragedy later in his life. It really hit home for me when his health issues became public. I was not prepared for any of this, and now I feel a very big void in my heart. Rest in peace, Neil.

Thank you, Neil.

Chris Adler

I was just a wee one when I first heard of Neil Peart. I didn’t know up or down regarding music, but what stands out to me now is that I knew of him before I knew of Rush.

While I fialed around trying to be the next Tony Hawk, I had some friends come by with tapes to put in the boom box. At the same time a kid down the road that did the BMX thing, not the skating thing, got a sweet drumkit from his folks. He was hell bent on learning everything Rush.

“Dude…like…seriously, dude…you gotta check this out.”

I didn’t start out wanting to play drums. I wanted to play guitar like Dave Mustaine: off the rails and seemingly seconds from death. At the time good music elicited flight or fight. Kill or be killed. Rush didn’t quite fit in, but Neil did. Details sketch a quick picture, but Neil did not.

What the hell are they talking about in their songs? Temples?

That was a bit odd to my skater brain, but it was—and is, and will always be—absolutely impossible to not appreciate the musicianship on all parts.

I never had the pleasure of meeting Neil, and to some extent I’m glad I didn’t. I’ve met many of my heroes, and I cherish those experiences, but there is something to be said about maintaining a hero.

To have not known the band at the time, Neil will always be the man before the band.

No, I was not prepared for this. Instead, I had to put the news to put in the boom box. At the same time I was there to see and hear something exceptional.

I remember conversing with Greg Ginn from Black Flag back in the day about Neil. We both dug how he played a terrific chunky groove and gave each note its full value.

I felt for Neil as he dealt with a great deal of adversity and tragedy later in his life. It really hit home for me when his health issues became public. I was not prepared for any of this, and now I feel a very big void in my heart. Rest in peace, Neil.
**Remembering Neil**

Neil Peart was and still is an inspiration for me to live more fully, think more freely, and practice more creativity. Thank you, Neil Peart.

**Jeff Sipe**

Neil taught me how to create musical parts, develop musical fills, play in odd times, and explore sound palettes and rhythm. What an incredible foundation his style laid out for young drummers, even beyond his incredible chops. I was able to spend about twenty minutes with him one time up at the DW factory. It was an amazing experience to speak to him as a peer and be treated with such respect by one of my biggest childhood heroes.

**Blair Sinta**

As a budding young drummer in the ’70s, I vividly remember the first time I dropped the needle on *All the World’s a Stage*. A high school classmate loaned me the LP and urged me, “Check this drummer out!” Hearing Neil Peart for the first time was nothing short of a revelation. The precision of his meticulously arranged and executed parts, the signature cascading tom fills, and a seemingly effortless navigation of odd times—all within a new, heavier, guitar-based paradigm of progressive rock. And he wrote the lyrics! This was unlike anything or anyone I had heard before. In an instant, a seismic shift occurred in what I thought I knew about rock drumming and what a drummer could do.

Shortly thereafter, like many drummers of my generation, my kit suddenly grew another kick drum and multiple toms. The mission was laid out plain and simple: try to play like Neil! shortly thereafter, like many drummers of my generation, my kit suddenly grew another kick drum and multiple toms. The mission was laid out plain and simple: try to play like Neil! Easier said than done, I soon came to find out. But we all tried—oh, how we tried. His books were a window into his life of music, travel, and adventure. Even after living through unimaginable tragedy, his message to us seemed to be, “Be the best you can be and live your best life.” For that, and all the drumming inspiration, I thank you, Professor! Billy Orrico (Angel)

**Billy Ward**

Neil was an icon who influenced so many people to push boundaries and be different. His work on the drums went beyond the music, and his mark will always be remembered by generations. He was truly legendary.

**Anup Sastry** (independent)

As a young boy learning a new language and dealing with a new culture in my new country of America, my parents saw the kernel of drumming in me. A few years later, they bought me a drumset and got MTV. When I saw the video for *Exit...Stage Left*, I was hooked. I felt his lyrics were speaking to me. Bands, tours, and CDs followed. Fast forward thirty-eight years, I truly can say that without Neil’s influence on my life, I would not be a practicing physician today. Thank you. RIP, dearest Neil. You are missed.

**Asif Khan** (Modern Drummer contributor)

When it came to millions of music enthusiasts, Neil was a household name. It’s no small feat to create a sonic signature that was instantly recognizable the world over for generations of musicians and fans. Thank you, Neil, for your contributions to drumming and the world of music for many years to come.

**Rich Redmond** (Jason Aldean, sessions, educator)

I don’t think there’s a single drummer, me included, whose life has not been touched and influenced by the unbounded creativity and positive musical energy of Neil Peart. Besides his massive contribution to the world of rock drumming, it is beyond admirable that he felt humble and human enough to continue studying with some of the jazz icons of the time. We have so much to learn from drumming legends like this. To continue through decades with a love and passion for the instrument is a true testament to greatness. His vision will be sorely missed across our whole planet.

**Pete Lockett** (independent)

Neil Peart’s contribution to the drumming industry remains unparalleled.

**Horacio Hernandez**

Neil was a legend! Not just in the drummer world, but for all musicians. Who didn’t want to be like Neil—a pillar of the rock community, whose incredible talent has influenced so many others. His work will continue to inspire for generations. Rest well, Neil!

**Jerry Pentecost**

Neil was an icon who influenced so many people to push boundaries and be different. His work on the drums went beyond the music, and his mark will always be remembered by generations. He was truly legendary.

**Billy Ward**

Neil Peart’s passing affected drummers from across the globe, and will leave us with years of his presence as a master musician, accomplished author, and eloquent lyricist. Known the world over for his percussive innovations within the forum of Rush, Neil is indisputably the most influential drummer ever to come out of Canada. We salute him.

**Ralph Angelillo** (Montreal Drum Fest and the Ralph Angelillo International Drum Fest)

Neil was about commitment and about sharing. After he’d penned lyrics for a song and chosen drums and what to play on them, he involved his constituency in the reasons for his decisions. Fans knew each note, phrase, and sound he uttered and how integral each was in spurring a song to its conclusion. Neil plotted out each drum, cymbal, and percussion instrument for good reason. As a result, many drummers took a second look at the nooks and crannies of the instrument—and at the drum and cymbal brands pursuant to Neil’s well-publicized shifts every decade or two. The drum industry is a richer place for his presence.

Neil came up in an era where “playing for the song” often meant stripping down drum parts to basics. Neil begged to differ. He didn’t toss off drumming and lyrics. He composed his parts, sweating the details that spurred songs forward, and he was proud to play them night to night as written. Without his ceaseless efforts, there would be no Rush.

**T Bruce Witten** (independent performer, Modern Drummer contributor)

Besides being a sad and staggering loss to drumming, Neil Peart’s passing is an equally sad loss of one of rock’s most literate lyricists—and a talented writer of prose as well. In fact, Neil was as proficient with his pen as with his sticks, which is saying something. I had the great pleasure of editing some of the articles he wrote for *Modern Drummer*, and I got to know him a bit in that way. We only met in person a few times, and he was a gracious gentleman on each occasion—with a typically dry, witty Canadian sense of humor.

While many of Neil’s fans have cited their favorite performance of his with Rush, my favorite of his performances was in a radically different setting. As a devotee of Buddy Rich, Neil was instrumental in making the *Burning for Buddy* tribute album and concerts a reality. And it was at one of those concerts that I saw him play. He was on a small drumkit, playing with a big band instead of a progressive-rock trio. He was obviously out of his element, and very likely uncomfortable. But he still had the courage to put himself “out there” in front of a room packed with critical drummers. He had always had my admiration as a drummer, but that night he earned my everlasting respect as a human being.

**Rick Van Horn** (Modern Drummer managing editor, 1983–2008)

Neil’s passing affected drummers from across the globe, and will leave us with years of his presence as a master musician, accomplished author, and eloquent lyricist. Known the world over for his percussive innovations within the forum of Rush, Neil is indisputably the most influential drummer ever to come out of Canada. We salute him.

**Ralph Angelillo** (Montreal Drum Fest and the Ralph Angelillo International Drum Fest)
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Remembering Neil

It's hard for me to overstate the impact that Neil Peart has had on my life. I play the drums because of him, and, incredibly, I was able to work with him and share a friendship with him.

When I was thirteen, I heard “Subdivisions” on the radio, and it inspired me to play drums. Soon my dream was to become a professional drummer like Neil. His intellect and creativity seemed to jump right out of the speakers and affected me deeply, like so many others of my generation. My imagination was utterly affected by Neil Peart, and, incredibly, I was able to work with him and share a friendship with him. That part of my story probably sounds like thousands of other guys my age. But there is one part of my story that I don’t think I can ever forget: the time I got to spend with him.

Eventually, Neil and I became friends, and I gained his trust—a gift he guarded very, very closely. For all those who longed to meet him, I can tell you that he was a wonderful person, everything you’d imagine. With every trip to L.A., I’d ask Neil to have lunch, and make the journey to the Hallowed Bubba Cave to hang and talk about life and drums. And every time I’d pinch myself a little, sitting there with my hero.

My hero became my friend, and my friend dealt with a lot of pain and tragedy in his life. For that, my heart is broken. I will forever treasure the inspiration he gave me and the time I got to spend with him.

Joe Bergamini (Hudson Music)

W what can anyone say that hasn’t already been said about such an iconic, world-class musician? I guess the only thing left to say is what Neil meant to me personally. I first noticed Neil when *Hemispheres* came out. A friend suggested I check out the band, knowing I was a fan of metal, prog, and fusion music played by drummers with huge drumsets. When I saw a picture of Neil’s kit for the very first time, I knew I was onto something. Needless to say, when I put the album on, Neil and the band did not disappoint! I was immediately drawn to his creativity and clever use of “all things percussion” on his kit. I thought, “Finally, a drummer with a big-ass kit that actually plays it all!”

Like many, I’ve followed the band throughout the last thirty-plus years. While certain musical periods are more appealing to me than others, there was no denying Neil was an incredibly influential drummer to the masses. In the early ’90s, I remember asking the Zildjian folks who the most popular drummer on their roster was. I was expecting Vinnie, Dennis, Dave, or some other drumming icon easily recognized by a single name. Their answer: “Neil.” I said, “Uh… Neil?” “Yeah, it’s Neil—Neil Peart.” I didn’t quite expect that at the time. I was told, “If you add up all of the fan mail we get from every other artist combined, Neil’s mail is from a hundred times more!” I was blindsided. But at the same time, enlightened. Today I can’t think of any drummer since Gene Krupa who has popularized drumming and captivated the masses as much. Thank you, Neil, for elevating the art form and broadening the spectrum. Hope you’re playing a duo with Gene up there! Thanks for the memories of a lifetime.

Terry Bissette (vice president, retail sales, Maxwell Drum Group)

With an unwavering commitment to musical, rhythmic, and lyrical innovation and excellence, and an unabashed cynical attitude toward the mainstream music media in the face of radio-friendly rejection, Peart was an unstoppable intellectual force of nature, lyrically and rhythmically deep within his massive orchestral universe. “The Professor” left no artistic stone unturned. There will never be another like Peart to expand the rhythmic and musical boundaries of rock music so vastly.

“Tom Sawyer” will forever remain Peart’s air-drumming epitaph. Neil unknowingly set the bar so high that it will take years to unravel and dissect just how deeply his musical impact will be on the future drummer/percussionist/lyricist. His majestic solos were ever-evolving, rhythmic, sculptured masterpieces. He was a prolific composer in every sense; everything had an artistic purpose.

I witnessed Rush on Peart’s first tour with the band. He commanded the audience’s attention with his relentless, fearless approach to drumming. With each tour, he became more focused and more artistic behind the kit. The last time I saw Neil was the R30 tour. His technique was flawless, and his approach was fresh and playful. His solo was the most improvisational that I had ever heard. There was a sense of accomplished freedom in his playing. It made me smile to think, “Finally, a kit that actually plays it all!”

Eventually, Neil and I became friends, and I gained his trust—gift he guarded very, very closely. For all those who longed to meet him, I can tell you that he was a wonderful person, everything you’d imagine. With every trip to L.A., I’d ask Neil to have lunch, and make the journey to the Hallowed Bubba Cave to hang and talk about life and drums. And every time I’d pinch myself a little, sitting there with my hero.

My hero became my friend, and my friend dealt with a lot of pain and tragedy in his life. For that, my heart is broken. I will forever treasure the inspiration he gave me and the time I got to spend with him.

Joe Bergamini (Hudson Music)
Aldo Mazza asked, “When can we do this again?”

Neil said, “I smiled the whole way home in the Laurentians,” and then of many) forever. The best thing was the email I received after, in which high school children. That day will be etched in my mind (and the mind and then played music together like we were just jamming like crazy participants, and we just resumed one of our great conversations “live,” except filming it); he just came onstage in front of our very emotional out and make an appearance at KoSA. Nothing was really planned after watching my group play in Toronto, he suggested that we record Repercussion (which was quite astonishing and flattering to me!), and with my own group of over forty years, Repercussion. Neil was a fan of Rush and I being also able to break the traditional boundaries in music passion with our groups: he being wildly successful in doing this with musical boundaries. The latter point was where we shared a common conversations with him about being a lifelong learner and pushing Since that first encounter, I was lucky enough to share many friends.

He enjoyed selecting locations for our work, like filming our first project, A Work in Progress, at Bateville Studio in Woodstock, New York, so he could snowshoe to and from his cabin on the studio grounds each day. For another project he had us film him in a row boat on a lake for some of the dialog sections, and for his last project, Taking Center Stage, we filmed him in Death Valley National Park, at Dante’s Peak, as he rode his motorcycle up the mountain in an winter storm.

I came to learn of Neil’s intellect, infallible memory, rock-solid honesty, personal loyalty, and incredible kindness. Many of these acts of kindness were done away from the spotlight, as Neil was a deeply private person. He could have easily embraced the rock star life…he didn’t.

The outpouring on social media of people sharing their stores about Neil’s generosity of spirit has been remarkable but not surprising: how he sent autographs to young fans who wrote him letters; how he mailed cards or letters or made calls of support to comfort people at times of need or grief; how he was generous with words of encouragement to friends, fans, and folks he’d never met. He used to tell me what a hard time he had saying “no” when people asked for something.

It is difficult to express the impact Neil has made on the lives of so many. He taught us about so many things, and his passing will leave a huge hole. It is still difficult to process. For now, all I can say is, “Thank you… and I’ll see you down the road.”

Rob Wallis (Hudson Music)

Being a fan of Neil’s band, I always respected the group’s musical and technical prowess, but I truly had no idea that Neil was not your stereotypical “rock star drummer with an attitude” until I met him backstage face to face some thirty years ago. His high intellectual level and great humility struck me like lightning, and we became instant friends.

Since that first encounter, I was lucky enough to share many conversations with him about being a lifelong learner and pushing musical boundaries. The latter point was where we shared a common passion with our groups: he being wildly successful in doing this with Rush and I being also able to break the traditional boundaries in music with my own group of over forty years, Repercussion. Neil was a fan of Repercussion (which was quite astonishing and flattering to me!), and after watching my group play in Toronto, he suggested that we record an album together. As fate would have it, 1997 turned out to be a life-shattering year for Neil, and the album never was realized.

Fast forward to one day in 2011, when Neil communicated to me that, since he would be in my neck of the woods, he would love to come out and make an appearance at KoSA. Nothing was really planned (except filming it); he just came onstage in front of our very emotional participants, and we just resumed one of our great conversations “live,” and then played music together like we were just jamming like crazy high school children. That day will be etched in my mind (and the mind of many) forever. The best thing was the email I received after, in which Neil said, “I smiled the whole way home in the Laurentians,” and then asked, “When can we do this again?”

Aldo Mazza (KoSA)
Remembering Neil Peart

"Neil Peart's passing is a colossal loss for the drumming community. He was a true artist and a generational talent, and his passing has transcended beyond just the Drum community... the outpouring of love and tributes proves the impact he had on the world beyond just us drummers.

The reason I have been a TAMA drummer for almost 40 years now is directly because of Neil. When I became serious about drumming as a young teen in the early 80’s, Neil was a TAMA player. I worked 3 day jobs in the summer of ’83 to save up to buy my first TAMA kit, and designed it after Neil’s set up.

Many years later, in 2005, I put together a tribute band dedicated to Neil & Rush, and TAMA built me a replica kit of his classic 1982 Candy Apple TAMA kit... and I still have and cherish that kit to this day! Neil even signed the 15” tom for me, writing “a tribute to a tribute.”

I’ve often said there is no such thing as the ‘best or greatest,’ only ‘favorites’... But you know what? Maybe there is one exception. POUND FOR POUND, ERA FOR ERA, Neil Peart was the G.O.A.T.

Thank you for everything Bubba...we will all miss you dearly.”

Mike Portnoy
“Cygnus X-1,” A Farewell to Kings
This song opens with a tight and funky pattern that weaves through an array of time signatures (6/8, 7/8, 6/8, and 4/4). Each of the measures is identical for the first six 8th notes, with the open hi-hat repeated once in the 7/8 and twice in the 4/4. On the first pass, there’s a bar of rest between each beat.

The song then explodes into a frantic 11/8 that’s action-packed with cool groove and fill variations.

“Distant Early Warning,” Grace Under Pressure
In the final pre-chorus of this track, the 7/8 section is doubled to ramp up the intensity even further as the song climaxes.
“Far Cry,” *Snakes & Arrows*

Neil throws down an intense ending to this track as he solos over the hits. He starts with accents poking out of a quiet snare roll that progress into a flurry of toms, kicks, and crashes, until finally closing with a frenzy of gong drums and double bass.

“One Little Victory,” *Vapor Trails*

The intro to this song features a driving double-bass groove where Neil matches his hands to his kicks with 16th-note singles. The right hand goes back and forth from the hi-hat to the snare as Neil accents a set of syncopated rimshots that poke through subtle ghost-note chatter.

“The Necromancer,” *Caress of Steel*

In the middle of this epic track, Neil sets up a 12/8 section with a pattern that’s based on a two-over-three polyrhythm. For every three 8th notes, there are two equally spaced snare hits, creating a hypnotic feel. Through this section, Neil plays grooves and fills that highlight both sides of the polyrhythm.
“Jacob’s Ladder,” Permanent Waves
At 5:15 in this song, the meter shifts between 6/8 and 7/8. (This section can also be counted in 13/8.) In the first eight bars, Neil dances around the pulse. As the section intensifies, he starts to play the China on the beat and then off the beat a couple of bars later.
At 5:29, the feel flips from what seems like 6/8 to funky triplets in 4/4. The 6/8 feel is created with the ride cymbal. By playing every other triplet note, Neil ends up with three evenly spaced ride hits over two beats. That creates six evenly spaced hits through the measure of 4/4, which simulates a 6/8 ride pattern.

“Natural Science,” Permanent Waves

A carpenter doesn’t show up to a job without the right set of tools, so why would you show up without the right tools in your kit? Since 1992, with over 3 million drumsticks sold, drummers have chosen AHEAD Drumsticks for the perfect blend of power, control, consistency, durability and tone.

Get AHEAD.
Neil Peart on “Malignant Narcissism”
The Professor shares the backstory of how the Snakes & Arrows instrumental cut came to be.

“The opening drum pattern of ‘Malignant Narcissism’ came about in some interesting ways,” said Peart during a 2009 video lesson for Drumchannel.com. “As we were working through the arrangement, this song was maybe played three or four times before it was recorded. So it was definitely an on-the-fly, seat-of-the-pants situation. I was just tapping out time to the click track, and the producer, Nick Raskulinecz, said, ‘I think you should start the song like that.'

Then the sequence goes up to the verse pattern, where the bass riff shifts and the syncopation goes much more to a downbeat-oriented time,” Peart continued. “There are three progressive treatments that all are based on tapping out the clicks and then responding to the bass player’s interplay.”
FOR DRUMMERS
BY DRUMMERS

We design all our Destination Drum Shops from the bottom up, with an expanded selection of hand-picked drum gear, plus a staff of experts who love to talk shop.

Find a location near you at destinationdrumshop.com
This is the third lesson in a three-part series that is to be used in conjunction with the “Rhythm Basics” educational pack we produced for the SYNKD customizable rhythm sequencer app, which is available for iOS devices. This app allows you to create and edit chains of rhythms comprising subdivisions from quarter notes to 32nd notes in any time signature, from 1/4 to 21/16. The Rhythm Basics pack contains nearly 600 fundamental patterns covering every note position of quarter notes, 8th notes, triplets, and 16th notes.

Our first article showed you several ways that Rhythm Basics can be expanded to develop more advanced hand technique. The second part used the basic rhythms from the pack to build facility and vocabulary on the drumset. In this final installment, we’re going to use the pack to develop linear licks around the kit.

Exercise 1 outlines the basic pattern from Rhythm Basics (Rhythm Chain 2.1) as a simple mixed sticking pattern. The sticking reverses on the repeat.

Rhythm Chain 2.1

Exercise 2 has a bass drum replacing the last snare note of beat 2.

Exercise 3, the bass drum replaces the second set of doubles of beat 1 in addition to the last 16th of the bar.

In Exercise 4, the doubles on beat 2 are replaced with the bass drum.

Exercise 5 replaces the second set of doubles on beats 1 and 2 with the bass drum.

Exercise 6 is a four-bar combination of the previous examples with some drumset orchestration added for the hands.

Exercises 7–12 deal with a sextuplet interpretation of the rhythm chain. Exercise 7 uses doubles and a paradiddle-diddle.

Exercise 8 has four singles going down the kit, followed by two bass drum notes, on beat 2. Remember to emphasize the accent to outline the original rhythm. The doubles on beat 1 start with the left hand to set up the right-hand figure on beat 2.

Exercise 9 is similar to Exercise 8 but with only one bass drum note in beat 2.

Exercises 10 and 11 have the last two doubles of beat 1 replaced with the bass drum.

Exercise 12 is a four-bar combination of the previous interpretations.
Examples 13–19 use 32nd notes to interpret Rhythm Chain 17.4 from Rhythm Basics. Example 13 outlines the rhythm chain as 32nd-note diddles following two singles.

Exercise 19 orchestrates the doubles between the hi-hat, snare, and bass drum.

Exercise 20 is a four-bar pattern that shows how these types of ideas can be used as a fill.

Andy Shoniker is the creator of the SYNKD app for iOS. For more information, visit www.andyshoniker.com and www.synkdapp.com.
ROCK 'N' JAZZ CLINIC

Percussion Playing for Drummers
Part 2: Handheld Instruments
by Damon Grant and Marcos Torres

Last month we introduced some fundamental patterns for congas, bongos, and timbales. This time we're focusing on smaller handheld instruments, like shakers, tambourines, bells, and blocks. As in Part 1, all of these patterns are general suggestions and should be adjusted based on the requirements of the song you're playing. Serving the song is paramount.

Smaller handheld instruments tend to get neglected in the practice room. However, they usually cut through the mix the most when you're playing. Serving the song is paramount.

Shakers
Aside from handclaps, shakers are often the first percussion instruments added to a track to enhance the groove. A basic 4/4 16th-note groove with accents on the quarter note can be heard on “Don't Stop 'Til You Get Enough” by Michael Jackson.

If you keep all the notes at the same volume, you have the same pattern as what's played on another Michael Jackson song, “Workin’ Day and Night.”

You can also shift the accents to the upbeats, as represented in “Cranberry Lake” by Ari Hest.

For an example of a shaker pattern in 3/4, check out what's played on “Daughters” by John Mayer.

When adding shakers to a track, first decide what accent patterns work best, and then focus on controlling the inner beats that occur when you shake forward and back. We suggest you begin by practicing 16th-note and 8th-note subdivisions in duple and triple meters and then adding accents once the basic rhythm is solid.

Maracas
Maracas are surprisingly difficult to master. They come in different sizes and shapes and have different materials inside, further complicating the playing challenge. One popular rhythm is the bolero. You can hear this groove on “Con Los Años Que Me Quedan” by Gloria Estefan.

Chekere
This is a large gourd with a skirt of wood or plastic beads draped around the outside. These instruments come in different sizes, and there are grooves that use the chekere as the lead voice, such as the güiro from Cuba. As with shakers and maracas, the goal is to be able to control the inner beats when adding accents. Because of its larger size, the chekere is a more physical instrument to play, making it more difficult to control. You can hear the chekere used at the beginning of “Another Star” by Stevie Wonder.

Tambourine
The tambourine is just as common to add to a track as the shaker. There are many versions of the tambourine, from mounted to handheld. The number, type, and arrangement of the jingles can vary greatly. There are also ethnic variations of the tambourine, like the pandeiro, riq, kanjira, boben, dayera, tar, daf, and pandereta.

The easiest way to play the tambourine is to strike it. You can also shake and hit two tambourines together for the accents, like in Mark Ronson’s version of “Valerie,” featuring vocalist Amy Winehouse. An up-tempo version is heard on the song “Shout” by the Isley Brothers.

You can also shake and hit two tambourines together for the accents, like in Mark Ronson’s version of “Valerie,” featuring vocalist Amy Winehouse. An up-tempo version is heard on the song “Shout” by the Isley Brothers.

If you shift the accent to the upbeat, you get a classic country two-beat groove, like what's heard in “Ramblin’ Man” by the Allman Brothers Band.

One example of a triple-meter tambourine groove is on “Isn't She Lovely” by Stevie Wonder. There are actually two tambourine tracks on the song.
We encourage you to get creative with your tambourine playing. For inspiration, check out Marvin Gaye's version of “How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved by You),” where the tambourine plays a swing ride pattern.

For those interested in learning the Brazilian tambourine, called the pandeiro, start with a basic samba. An example of this is in the song “Mais Que Nada” by Sergio Mendes and Brasil '66.

**Cowbells**
When adding cowbell to a pop song, basic quarter notes or 8ths with accents will usually do the trick. The song “(Don't Fear) The Reaper” by Blue Öyster Cult is the quintessential example; “We’re an American Band” by Grand Funk Railroad and “Hair of the Dog” by Nazareth also feature quarter notes on the cowbell. This pattern can also be considered a cha-cha.

If you want to add a few 8th notes to the pattern, check out how the cowbell is played in Santana's version of “Oye Como Va” by Tito Puente.

To spice up the quarter notes on a large bell, check out “Black or White” by Michael Jackson.

Classic agogo bell patterns can be heard on “Da Butt” by go-go legends E.U. and “Peter Piper” by hip-hop greats Run-DMC.

**Blocks**
Wooden or plastic blocks can be mixed in with cowbell patterns. A couple of songs that use woodblocks are “Sir Duke” by Stevie Wonder and “Pick Up the Pieces” by the Average White Band.

**Triangle**
The triangle is also often used in pop music. It’s commonplace to mute and unmute the triangle with one hand while striking it with the other, which is a technique borrowed from Brazilian Forró grooves. You can hear this concept in action in “In Your Eyes” by Peter Gabriel and “Big Yellow Taxi” by Joni Mitchell.

Keep in mind that we’ve covered just a small subset of instruments and grooves that fall within the handheld category. But start here and then expand your vocabulary as you gain more experience.

Marcos Torres and Damon Grant are the hosts of the “Discussions in Percussion” podcast.
Promark

SPYR Mallet Line

The SPYR series offers a backer card and label artwork to communicate the color-coded hardness scale (very soft to very hard) and how it applies to the mallet. This scale carries through with matching color-coded stitching and through the color of the mallet head itself for unwrapped models. Included in the SPYR series are six wrapped marimba mallets, two unwrapped marimba mallets, four vibraphone mallets, and twelve xylophone/bell mallets.

daddario.com

Tama

Dyna-Sync

Hi-Hat Stand

Based on the same direct-drive technology found in Tama’s Dyna-Sync bass drum pedal, the hi-hat stand delivers a quick, responsive action. Additional features include a newly designed spring dampener, footboard angle adjustment, a quickset hi-hat clutch, a six-way tension adjustment, and a spring seat for controlling the angle of the lower cymbal. List price is $698.74.

tama.com

Yamaha

Steve Gadd

Signature Snare

Limited to only 200 to be sold in the US, this 5.5x14 drum's 1.2 mm steel shell exterior and aluminum die-cast hoops are set in black nickel. Additional features include a Steve Gadd signature badge, a black tuning key, and a certification card. List price is $999.

yamaha.com
Cympad
Undertones
These cellular foam devices are designed to improve the sound of bass drums and floor toms while offering an extra layer of protection from unwanted drum and pedal movement. The system features discs for floor tom legs and bass drum spurs as well as a pad for acoustic and electronic bass drums and hi-hat pedals.

cympad.com

Gio Cymbals
Definitive Series
Gio cymbals are designed in Los Angeles, California, and are hand-hammered in Istanbul, Turkey. The heavier weights with bigger bells are said to offer strength and a warm, full, modern, and focused sound.
giocymbals.com

Latin Percussion
Box Kit and Woodshop
Carbon Fiber String Cajons
Box Kit cajons allow players to play in a drumset position with hands or brushes. The different tone zones include independent bass, mid, and high soundboards that allow for distinction with no cross talk. The snare mechanism can be adjusted with a drum key and allows for a snare sound on multiple surfaces. Both the six- and three-zone Box Kit cajons feature red meranti soundboards on a birch body.

The Woodshop Carbon Fiber String cajon has a Baltic birch body with an inset space-grade carbon fiber soundboard. It delivers a focused, bright tone. Six tunable, phosphor bronze strings add sizzle and snap.
lpmusic.com
SHOWCASE

... raising awareness and funds in support of cancer survivorship, education and research globally through Rhythm...

come out & play .. share your heart & talent! the power is in your hands

www.drumSTRONG.org

... raising awareness and funds in support of cancer survivorship, education and research globally through Rhythm...

come out & play .. share your heart & talent! the power is in your hands

www.drumSTRONG.org
INSTRUCTION

NYC Drummers: Study with John Sarracco, one of the most knowledgeable pros in the NY area. Accepting only the serious-minded for drum instruction the professional way. Staten Island studio locations. 718-351-4031.

Baltimore-Washington: Grant Menefee’s studio of drumming. B.M. Berklee College of Music. All styles and levels. Tel: 410-747-STIX.


If you teach drums, and have not been contacted by Joel Rothman, please email him: info@joelrothman.com View his website: www. joelrothman.com

Peter Greco Drum Studio “A Serious Studio for the Serious Student” PeterGreco.com (516) 241-9260 Long Island, NY.

MISCELLANEOUS


VINTAGE SHOWCASE


For information on how to advertise in Drum Market, please contact LaShanda Gibson at 973-239-4140 x102 or lashandag@moderndrummer.com.

DRUM MARKET

Now you can carry up to two dozen pairs of sticks, mallets, and brushes in style with the new MD Deluxe Stick Bag. It’s made from durable Cordura fabric and features six deep padded pockets, two tom-hanger cords, a loop handle, a shoulder strap, and a zippered outer pocket for all of your odds and ends, including the latest issue of Modern Drummer. The bag is 18” long, 10” wide when closed, and 21” wide when open, and a heavy-duty zipper keeps everything secure in transport.

So whether you’re taking your sticks to practice, heading out to a gig, or keeping everything all in one place in your studio, you’ll be thrilled to have the attractive MD Deluxe Stick Bag with you.

(Sticks, brushes, and mallets are not included.)

moderndrummer.com/stickbag

Order today for only $29.99!

moderndrummer.com/stickbag

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB

MODERNDRUMMER.COM

For information on how to advertise in Drum Market, please contact LaShanda Gibson at 973-239-4140 x102 or lashandag@moderndrummer.com.
CRITIQUE

TAking the Reins

Mareike Wiening
Metropolis Paradise

A very promising start to this German-born drummer’s career as a leader.

Mareike Wiening serves as bandleader and composer on record for the first time on Metropolis Paradise, an album that flows seamlessly between smooth and progressive jazz. Second track “2 in 1” shows off Wiening’s comfort with off-beat accent solos and cascading ride/cross-stick patterns. And yet, thanks to Wiening’s propulsive accents, the time signature acrobatics sound effortless, never tense or in danger of falling apart. The album’s title track is a relaxed take on rhythm and blues, driven by a backbeat-altering 16th-note groove and memorable performances from several soloists. Though Wiening gives her bandmates space to shine, their solos are always built in tandem with her ever-evolving feel for each song’s pulse, driving their playing to places it probably wouldn’t have gone otherwise. (Greenleaf) Keaton Lamle

Penna SoulMagnet

The intriguing third solo release by the multi-instrumentalist who’s worked with prog bands Kronin, Spastic Ink, and Ad Astra.

David Penna has been woodshedding the drums since his childhood, and his comfort level behind the kit is evident here. Whether it’s in “Faith,” “Mask,” “Enough,” or “333,” Penna maintains a constant (or two) in his grooves while embellishing and building upon rhythmic concepts, even in odd times. “Eclipse” is a tour de force: Penna exhibits impressive limb independence, hacking away at a crash cymbal while shifting his kick patterns and spraying beats around the kit. The instrumental finale, “Coda,” could have easily been titled “Schizophrenia.” It opens with jazzy electric piano—a crazy hybrid of 1970s-era Stevie Wonder and Donny Hathaway—only to give way to grinding guitar-based grunge. Quite an illuminating track that highlights Penna’s versatility in both fusion and metal. (PSR/independent) Will Romano
ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A FREE CABIN FOR YOU AND A GUEST AND TO BE A DRUM TECH FOR ONE OF THE DRUMMERS PERFORMING ABOARD THIS METAL SHIP

SPECIAL OFFER FOR CURRENT MODERN DRUMMER SUBSCRIBERS. IF YOU ARE THE WINNER OF THIS CONTEST, AND YOU HAVE A CURRENT SUBSCRIPTION TO MODERN DRUMMER AT THE TIME OF THE DRAWING, YOU WILL ALSO RECEIVE A SNARE DRUM, A CYMBAL, A PAIR OF STICKS, AND MODERN DRUMMER SWAG!

Featuring Two Performances by Slipknot and exclusive activities with members of Slipknot

ENTER TODAY AT:
KNOTFESTATSEA.COM/DRUMTECH

Open to legal US residents, 21 years of age or older. Entries open April 1 - July 1, 2020. Winner to be contacted by Sixthman on or before July 5th, 2020.
Jerome Jennings *Solidarity*

The busy jazz drummer continues to push his art forward on his sophomore outing as a leader.

The most noticeable innovation on Jennings’ second record as a bandleader concerns his ability to seamlessly transition between eras of American music without calling attention to the inter-song versatility. Whereas many attempts at “throwback” stylistic exploration end up feeling like self-conscious karaoke, Jennings guides his band from classic swing into a downtempo hip-hop infused groove on album opener “Be-bop”—proving to be as adept at handling the frenetic, feathered kick drum accents of the jazz sections as he is with the swung half-time hooks. The interplay between cross-stick kit work and hand percussion on “Marielle” mines the shared territory between jazz and Afro-Cuban music (at times splitting the difference into triplet-driven breakdowns full of tasty ride bell accents), proving again that Jerome Jennings is among the most capable drummers and bandleaders in contemporary jazz. (Iola) Keaton Lamle

Go: Organic Orchestra & Brooklyn Raga Massive *Ragmala: A Garland of Ragas*

This double CD is rife with what drummer/leader ADAM RUDOLPH calls “ostinatos of circularity,” or the mass of polyrhythmic figures in his work.

The tracks on *Ragmala: A Garland of Ragas*, similar but not beholden to traditional raga form, are innovative in their instrumentation and multigenre influences from across the globe. Not every piece contains drums, but several drummer/percussionists are featured here (including jazz journeyman Hamid Drake, mainly on kit). Standout tracks include “Ascent to Now,” which percolates with cyclical two-, three-, and four-beat patterns, and “Africa 21,” which provides Drake a platform to respond to different aspects of the orchestra through subtle beat displacement, clockwork kick pulses, and 16th-note hi-hat figures. Stitching together these disparate musical parts could have generated monstrous results of Dr. Frankenstein proportions. Instead, this music is imbued with a sense of both experimentation and continuity. (Meta Records/BRM) Will Romano

Nature Work *Nature Work*  
*Human Feel* *Gold*

JIM BLACK delivers impressive rhythms and colors on two dates emphasizing collective freedom.

With a front line of bass clarinet and alto saxophone, and tightly wound compositions that still leave room for just about anything to happen, Nature Work is a modern jazz ensemble whose traffic light is green and blinding. New York master Jim Black has an instantly identifiable sound, and here he teams up with Branford Marsalis bassist Eric Revis for weighty support on out-ish tunes that push all the envelopes. The drummer brings free swing, displaced backbeats, and lyrical cymbal swelling and choking—check out the solo drum breaks on “Zenith” for Black’s staccato bursts and the way he weaves in and out of temporal beats. (Sunnyside)

Human Feel has been around for three decades, and though its members were snatched up into other ensembles along the way, when they do get together, the chemistry is undeniable. Featuring Chris Speed and Andrew D’Angelo on yet more clarinets and saxophones, plus Kurt Rosenwinkel on guitar, their latest release gives each player the space and compositional contributions he deserves, with writing that ranges from subtle tone poems to loud, aggressive jazz that rocks. Black’s “Stina Blues” is all yearning melody and syncopation over a circular 7/8, while “Imaginary Friend” has some of the drummer’s patented simultaneously spacious yet busy beat making that sounds like he’s got more than four limbs. Black’s presence in these groups will make the music go a certain way, but that way is always welcome. (Intakt) Ilya Stemkovsky

BOOK

*Belly Dance Rhythms for the Drumset, Part 1* by Ruben van Rompaey

Aesthetically, Dutch drummer Ruben van Rompaey’s new *Belly Dance Rhythms for Drumset* (40 Euro plus shipping) leaves something to be desired. But it would be a mistake to write this volume off. *Modern Drummer* readers should familiarize themselves with van Rompaey’s two recent columns (from June 2014 and September 2018) that cover similar ground, but there’s very little direct overlap between the two, save the clarity of van Rompaey’s presentation here. Not only are the transcriptions clear, but the MP3s that accompany the text are recorded well, they’re played flawlessly, and they open the rhythms in a way that even advanced beginners could incorporate into their repertoire with a little practice. Though the term “Belly Dance” is considered by some an insensitive Western catch-all term for the rhythmic accompaniment to classical and folk dance in the Middle East, as a resource for creativity and phrasing I found this volume to be endlessly fascinating and useful. Despite the aesthetic shortcomings, I recommend *Belly Dance Rhythms* and am looking forward to *Part 2*. (easternexpressions.miiduu.com) John Colpitts
Enriching & Empowering Artists through education and focusing on sharpening their business skills

Dom Famularo, a world renowned musician & global ambassador, helps Artists open up & candidly share information, to change your life and inspire you!

ARTIST SERIES
Enriching future generations!

The Sessions, a non-profit organization created the Artist Series to further EMPOWER musicians. Know music history, music influences & hear artist’s story! See interviews & learn more at www.TheSessions.org.

Testimonials

A brilliant and captivating interview...I learned a lot...and I feel better!
The secret of life lies within this interview. These guys are wonderful...the way they laugh says it all!
I’m absolutely delighted, what an amazing interview! Knowledge bombs and lessons from life everywhere!

Subscribe to The Sessions Panel YouTube channel!
www.TheSessions.org
In high school, I decided to really study my rudiments.

I was very weak there. I tried to get a foundation together. Most of the cats I heard didn’t have their chops together. They were playing, swinging, looking pretty, and feeling pretty good about things. But they had no strong foundation. I joined the drum corps because it was cheaper than taking lessons from some drummer who was going to tell me how he played. The competitive element was much more important to me then. My father and I never got along very much, and I couldn’t stand being put under another whip. So I went on and joined the drum corps. It enlarged my viewpoint because I had a chance to compete and learn how to play with people.

Billy Cobham
*Modern Drummer, August–September 1979*
Renown is one serious kit. All-maple shells are resonant and project like nobody's business. And with a variety of vintage-inspired finishes to choose from and a host of trademark hardware accouterments, it's pro-level without the custom price tag. Your new Gretsch kit awaits. Raise the bar and raise the roof.
WITH PROFOUND RESPECT AND A HEART FULL OF GRATITUDE WE BID YOU A FOND FAREWELL. MAY COMFORT FIND YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS AND MILLIONS OF FANS AROUND THE WORLD WHO MOURN YOUR LOSS AND CELEBRATE YOUR LEGACY.